Today’s Weather
Santa t Lira Valles: Generally fair weather forecast
today and temorrow. Predicted high temperature todits,
50-63. l’redieted low temperature tonight 45-55. Gentle
tsinds 5-15 nilles per hour.
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Draft Board Issues
New II-S Guidelines
By FRANK SWEENEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Selective Service has issued
a new guideline to be used by
local draft boards in determining
student deferment eligibility.
Although the Army still hopes
to avoid drafting college students,
it is going ahead with preparations
for such a move in case the Viet
Nam situation escalates critically,
according to the Selective Service.
April’s draft call of 21,700 men
is the lowest since last September
and monthly calls will continue to
drop as the Army’s buildup is
about tvvo-thirds complete.
Students in good standing will
continue to receive deferments if
draft calls remain below 30,000
aMonth.

accepted for admission to or entered his sophomore year.
SECOND YEAR
When he has completed his
second year within the upper twothirds of the men students, or
scored 70 or higher on the qualification test, and has been accepted
into the junior class.
When the student has finished
his junior year in the upper threefourths of the male class, or
scored 70 on the test, and has been
accepted into the senior class.
When he has finished his
senior year in the upper threefourths of the male class, or
scored 70 or higher on the qualification test, and has been accepted
for a fifth year of study in a
course that requires more than
four years.

DEFERMENT CONDITIONS
Student deferments will be
granted when one of the following
canditions are met:
When the registrant has successfully completed his first year
of college and achieved a scholastic
standing within the the upper half
of’ the fulltime male students in
his class, or has scored 70 or
higher on the selective service
qualification test, and has been

GRADUATE REQUIREMENT
When he has been accepted
for admission or a degree by a
graduate or professional school to
be the first class beginning after
he completes admission requirements; and if he completed his
last undergraduate year in the
upper one-fourth of his class or
scored 80 or higher on the qualification test.
Tests will be given at 1,200 locations in the country on May 14
and 21 and June 3.
Applications for the tests are
available at the Registrar’s office
and local draft boards. They must
be completed and postmarked by
April 23.

1,000Students
Sign Petition
Backing U.S. SJS Grad
A coalition of campus conserve tive groups last week gathered
more than 1,000 signatures in suPport of U.S. policy in Viet Nam.
Most of the petitions tabulated
so far have come from signatures
obtained at the booth the groups
sponsored in front of Spartan
Bookstore.
By the time all petitions from
the living centers are in, Bob
Armstrong, president of the SJS
Young Republicans, hopes the
number will soar close to 2,000
students.
Arm.strong indicated that the
stand may be reopened later this
week in an effort to get 2,000 students on record as supporting the
war.
The results of the petition drive
"will be used as part of a national
campaign to indicate that most
students aren’t against. the U.S.
effort," Armstrong said.

Wins Award
For Articles

Harry Farrell, San Jose Mercury-News political writer and SJS
journalism graduate, has been
awarded a National Headliner
Club Award in the newspaper division.
Farrell received the award for
his series, "Dollar Sign Politics,"
which has won him the California
Newspapers’ plaque as the best
public service series of last year.
Farrell has covered all state
elections and national conventions
of both parties since 1956. He has
been frequently praised by state
legislators for his ability to cover
the state capital.
He will receive his award at a
luncheon in Atlantic City at the
annual "Headliner Frolic," Saturday, April 16.

Soph Representative Lee
Seeks Vice Presidency
Sophomore Representative Vic
Lee, vice chairman of Student
Council, yesterday announced he
is a candidate for the office of
ASB vice president.
Lee is presently in his first year
as ASB representative and is
chairman of Campus Policy Committee, one of council’s three
standing committees.
"I feel my experience as vice
chairman of Student Council will
enable me to do the best possible
job as vice president and chairman of Student Council," Lee said.
"In my position of administrative assistant tn the president,"
he added, "I ran best carry out
the objectives of my campaign
issues."
Lee was born in China and raised
in Tokyo, Japan. He is a member
of Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity; SJS representative for Pacific Neighbors’
Board, an organization for bringing exchange students to campus:
.ind co-chairman of the ASB
Speakers Corps.
The elections will be April 20-21.
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Deadline for filing petitions is
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the College
Union.

Seven Seas Coed
To Show Slides
Susan Price, SJS freshman, will
show a film strip and speak about
her semester as a student on the
College of the Seven Seas, tonight
at 8 in Royce Hall, women’s dorm.
Last year, after graduating from
Monroe High in Los Angeles, Miss
Price enrolled in the floating college and traveled acmss half the
world.
She saw the Panama Canal,
South America, Africa, Europe
and the Netherlands before docking in New York.
Her journey took four months.
While on board she took 15% units
of Chapman College work and received full credit.
In each port the members of
the tour took field trips associated
with subjects they were taking,

Last Issue
The last Issue of the Spartan Daily before Easter will
be Thursday. The Spartan Daily will resume publication
the first Wednesday after
Eioiter vacation, April 13.

North Viet Visitor
To Describe Travels

Photo by James Brescoll
JAZZ ENSEMBLES members tune up for ’’An
Evening of Jazz" tonight in Concert Hall at
8:15. From left are senior music majors Jerry
Powers, Bill Hickey and Mike Magner. Three
rnusic faculty membersDwight Cannon, in -

strucfor: Brent Heisinger, assistant professor,
and Dr. Wilson Coker, associate professorwill
present informal lectures on current trends in
jazz. Admission is free.

Felix Greene, author and film
producer, will present "Report of
Viet Nam" tomorrow night at 8
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Recently returned from a timeweek visit to North Viet Nam,
he will be sponsored by the ASB
Lecture Committee in his second
campus appearance, having lectured here last spring.
While in North Viet Nam, he
exclusively interviewed President
Ho Chi Minh. Part of the interview was filmed for television and
carried by CBS in the United
States and BBC in Britain.
The British-born writer also
traveled through some of the more
intensively bombed areas of the
country, discussed the military
situation with local commanders
and talked with peasants in the
fields.
Slides of the Greenes’ recent
trip were shown by his wife, Mrs.
Elena Greene, during Friday’s
Vietnam Day Conunittee teach -in.
Although he has traveled extensively in Asia, Greene is perhaps best known for his travels in
China. This last Asian tour included a five-week stay in China,
his fourth visit to that country.
His films on China and the
Peking Symphony Orchestra were

shown several weeks ago in a
San Jose theater.
While the tvvo films are not
basically political in nature,
Greene has, in the past, filmed
interviews with such dignitaries
as Red Chinese Premier Chou Enlai (the first by a Western correspondent), and Tibet’s Dalai
Lamai.

FELIX GREENE
. . . speaks tomorrow

Tonight s Jazz Show To Feature
Fuller Leaves Thursday
Lectures and Demonstrations
Big band jazz and new trends
in jazz will highlight informal lectures and demonstrations in Concert Hall tonight at 8:15 as Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia music fraternity presents "An Evening of Jazz."
Admission is free.
SJS Jazz Ensembles, a 20-member band directed by Dwight Cannon, instructor in music and one
of the program speakers, will play
samples of various pieces to show
the principles of big band jazz.
Cannon will lecture on "Jazz and
the Big Band." Brent Heisinger,
assistant professor of music, will
speak on "Basic Principles of Tonal

Jazz Improvisations" and Dr. Wil- positions, Cannon added, but the
son Coker associate professor of atonal form is fairly new to the
music, will discuss "Third Stream field of jazz.
Jazz."
Cannon explained that third
stream, or atonal, jazz makes use
of all 12 tones of the musical scale
Academie t’ouncii late yesterto portray sections of equal significance. This contrasts to tonal jazz day afternoon passed a resoluwhere tones occur for a special tion commending SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark for ids efforts "to
reason.
"Third stream jazz is based on encourage a spirit of cooperathe principle of tension and its tion between the faculty and
administration" and for instillrelease," he said.
The 12-tone concept is not ing a "feeling among the facused
ulty
that they have a voice ...
wholly new since it has been
in areas such as orchestral com- on policy matters."

Dr. Clark Praised

For Easter Seals

’Honeys’ Collect $2100
By TED WEISGAL
Spartrut Daily Staff Writer
A feeling of complete accomplishment must now exist in each
of the residents of Hoover Hall
following the "1966 Honey Bunny
contest."
Eleven days of hard work raised
$2,114.34 for Easter Sealsalmost
three times more than the drive
made in any one of the previous
four years.
nated $800 to an Easter Seal camp
Last year the Hoover women doin the Saratoga Mountains. This
year their goalyas $1,000.
As an incentiveas was the
policy in the pasteach wing nominated a Honey Bunny candidate;
someone from one of the men’s
residence halls. The six candidates
helped raise the money for the
charity and for their election.
Second west, with its nominee,
Steve Crooks of Markham Hall.

won the contest, raising $690.
Miss Lauren Davis, chairman
of the drive, yesterday said, "We
really thank everyone for putting
up with us. We couldn’t have done
it without them."
The scope of this year’s contest
made it quite difficult for anyone

to stay completely removed from
the contest.
A "slave sale" brought in the
largest sum, $240, while two
dances, a talent show, a spaghetti
dinner, bed making, laundering,
raffle ticket selling and food sales
brought in the rest of the money.

R. Buckininster Fuller, SJS’ first
Scholar-in-Residence, concludes his
two month stay here when he
leaves at noon Thursday on a
cross-country trip with appearances in seven states.
Before he departs, Dr. Fuller
will talk two more times in San
Jose. Registered students in a oneunit course, called Workshop with
Fuller, may attend the concluding

Grass"Dog Years’
Book Talk Topic
"Dog Years" will be reviewed
by Michael Grady, assistant professor of English, during tomorrow’s Faculty Book Talk at 12:30
p.m in Cafeteria A and B.
Published in 1963 and authored
by Gunter Grass, the novel is set
in Germany, beginning in the
1920s and leading into the 1950s.
The book, written in German
by the author of "The Tin Drum"
and "Cat and Mouse," was translated into English by Ralph Manhelm.
Grady joined the SJS staff last
year, having received his A.B. from
the University of California at
Berkeley and his M.A. from the
University of Southern California.
At present he is teaching sections in English composition and
modern grammar.

Send Spartagram
At Penny a Word

’Rules of Game’
Shown Tomorrow
Jean Renoir’s "The Rules of the
Game" will be shown tomorrow
in JC55 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.
The film, free to the college
commiini y, is the sophist lei( terl
and brilliantly funny story of a
man of feeling in a society that
law no vse for iL

After Two-Month Visit

Photo by Bob
SLAVES AT WORIOWomen from Hoover Hall raised $243.80
last work by selling themselves as slaves to SJS men. Judy Hartle,
left, and Eden Costello make beds for their slaveholder. The
object of the event WaS +0 raise money for the Easter Seals,
and for the election of "Honey Bunny 1966."

Students will have the opportunity to send telegrams for a
penny a word tomorrow from 8:30
to 4:30 p.m. in front of the Spartan Bookstore.
Messages for the "Spartagrams,"
to be taken Wednesday and delivered Thursday, will be typed on
irgular telegram forms.
The event is an annual fund
raising project sponsored by AWS,
according to Joan Holmes, a representative of the organization.
Telegrams will be delivered between Third and 14th Streets and
from Santa Clara to Reed Street.

workshop today at 2:30 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Tomorrow, the public may listen
to the noted inventor, engineer,
author and designer in San Jose
Civic Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. His
topic is "San Jose Tomorrow in
Fuller’s Vision."
When Dr. Fuller first arrived at
SJS, he promised at a press conference February 10: "I will try
to contribute to the college everything I think and feel relates to
our times and society."
Now, nearly two months later,
the distinguished scholar-in-residence has already contributed to
the college and community at five
workshops, three campus lectures,
two receptions, two public appearances, and five special talks to
clubs and groups in addition to
lectures to some college classes.

Injured Student
In Fair Condition
Carter Ross Armstrong, 20-yearold SJS junior who sustained massive head injuries early Saturday
morning in a 30-foot fall from an
apartment house balcony, was reported in "fair" condition yesterday in the intensive care unit at
San Jose Hospital.
Armstrong and Claud Kent, 54
S. 14th St., reportedly had tried to
crash a party at 576 S. 5th St.
An argument erupted upon the
balcony and Armstrong was hit in
the jaw, allegedly by Ronald McLean Hetland, 20, a guest at the
ryirty and a student at San Fran-isco City College.
Armstrong reportedly grasped
the hand of Miss Monica Mandel,
19, 576 S. 5th St., a.s he was tumbling over the waist -high railing.
Miss Mandel said that she felt
someone "tug on my fingers" and
that she turned around to see
Armstrong lying on the cement
driveway.
Miss Mandel, Reiland and others
who were on the balcony then
rushed down to aid Armstrong.
When questioned by police, Hetland remarked that "I didn’t mean
to do it. I just had a feeling to
fight. I hil him and he went over."
Police are continuing their investigation.
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U. N. Needs
More Support
Peace is a ttice idea. Peace, like honesty,

Editor ...--

TOM MEAD

compassion, morality, patriotism
Advertising Mgr.

11.1110 HMI)

We Believe

Intuitive Inhabitants
R. Buckininster Fuller. genius extraordinary, told college students lust
week dun the young world should
overcome the inertia of the old.
Ile said. "The stutlents knew intuitively that the old world is preoccupied with misconceptions anti shortsighted v iews(that) the young have
very good reasons to break with the
old world."
What makes today’s generation just
q little bit better titan the old is its
wareness of the world as a whole.
For generations* people have been
fed the beliefs that war is a means to
peace, that starvation of any person
is only a temporary step toward the
horn of plenty and the brotherhood
of man is achieved best through the
brotherhood of armament.
Today’s so-calletl bad generation is
nothing more than a generation which
is hyper-aware of its total surroundings.
The misconceptions that have been
passed down from generation to generation no longer can be accepted at
face value.

The young world of which Fuller
speaks can no longer accept mediocrity
as the watchword for a world that has
little to show for its civilized existence.

"Since you’ve found your H -Bomb, would you mind looking
for Fiiince? ... She sank somewhere here off the coast of Spain."

Thrust and Parry

Coexistence, War, Books Reviewed
Editor:
Unfortunately, there are many people who
conceive war as a necessary method in achieving peace. Whether it is brutal, inhumane
and absurd is considered irrelevant and are
merely sympathy-getting devices.
Perhaps there is some truth in this statement: these words certainly project an unpleasant picture, which for some, is enough
to deplore violence.
But to say this is an "evil" is another
matter. For these people, no war is inevitable;
they are not convinced that innocent people

Staff Editorial

The Knell Sounds
The U.S. Supreme Court sounded
the death knell last week for the poll
tax, which dates, in many cases, back
to Colonial times. The court, in a 6 to3
decision, nullified the Virginia law
which required voters to pay $1.50
for the privilege of voting in nonfederal elections.
This action was commendable, even
if a couple of centuries late.
The use of the poll tax in federal
elections was prohibited in 1964 under the 24th Amendment. But Virginia, Mississippi, Texas and Alabama
retained the assessment in non-federal
elections. Recently, lower f edera 1
courts overturned the tax in Texas and
Alabama, tray ing only Virginia and
Mississippi with the archaic law.
Now the final gap has been
breached. The tax, an intolerable
aspect of American democracy, has
finally been reversed. And, according
to the justices, this marked the end.
The right to vote has long been
taken for granted in northern states.
Not ,o in the South. The recent voter
registration drives sponsored by fairly
well known civil rights groups are an
indication that something might be
amiss in the South.
. Voting does not mean that nnich
to the average, politically unaware
Northerner. He does not appreciate
the result of generations of struggle
for universal suffrage. Sadly, there
probably is nothing that can be done
to sr
late interest and action in this
inch, idual.
But the new voters created by the
reversal of the poll tax law are aware
of the meaning of the vote. Some have
been denied this Constitutional right

CAREERS AVAILABI.E

Today’s young world is cmnprised
of intuitive inhabitants who inquire.
search anti question at every turn.
We have not pat answers as other
generations may have thought they
had. The young world is in a revolution and rightly so.

’Isolated, Poor Nations
Breed Revolutions’

for want of a miserable $1.50. If the
registration drives do their work, these
people will take their rightful places
as responsible citizens exercising their
democratic prerogatives.
The Supreme Court deserves high
praise for this decision, for wealtlt
should never be the criterion for participation in the democratic process.
Now it remains to be seen if these
people take ad% antage of this decision.
L.C.
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and other

nice ideas, is something "out there," something everyone wants and no one much
cares about. ...
Living in a "free" world that is 80 per
cent nationalist dictatorship and fighting
in Viet Nam for voting rights that a Negni does not have in Mississippi confuses
American youth. Many youngsters also
cannot comprehend peace won with napalm, friendship engendered with an M-1,
understanding sought with counter-insur
gency....

must pay the price for the inability of our
leaders to keep the imace.
Hereinto, during the American Revolution
conflict, one-third of our nation advocated
war, one-third of our nation was neutral, and
one-third of our nation wanted to keep peaceful relations with Great Britain. ...
According to modern historians, our nation
was prospering quite well under merchantilism. . . .
But, reluctant to reconstruct the British
policy as citizens of the British Empire, many
saw a chance to sever relations with England
and hence, further their own self-interest by
eliminating their debts and terminating English taxation. Anarchy was a way out.
Perhaps the solution to peaceful co-mdst.
ence lies not so much in -the "technique ’of
killing but more in the ability to get outside
the problem and look in....
He can see the suffering and depression
of other nations such as Germany and Japan
during VVW II. Tragically, these places become a breeding ground for revolution because of their isolation by the Big Powers.
As time showed, their was no "sharing."
Never in the history of man has he been
able to look 10 years into the future as he
can today. In all honesty, he knows if he
can meet the needs of the afflicted and
eliminate their suffering, war will become a
useless tool.
However, as long as man continues to find
excuses to ignore a hungry people, to spend
over $100 billion a year on military defense,
to negotiate only from an advantage point
and to believe that his capitalistic welfare
system is what ail men must live under, then
war will forever plague him.
MIchaei WIlllitins
A5509

’Ban the Bricks’ Writes
SJS Business Prof
Editor:
Robert Christopher (A9455) came in to
correct methis time on mathematics: the
$100,000 tentatively allocated for bricks would
buy 20,000 books, not 2,000 as I had erroneously stated. Anything much beyond my direct experience simply becomes "many books,"
and since I own about 200 books, apparently
I couldn’t comprehend that one patio could
(-qua] such an astronomical number.
Christopher tried to help me by explaining
that the ledges above the windows in Centennial Hall are about 180 feet long, and about
12 feet apart. A book averages two inches of
shelf-space, and shelves need to be about a
foot apart. Thus Bob advised me to think of
the entire space between the first and second
floor ledges jammed solid with such bookshelves, and six shelves on the second level,
to make up the 3,333 feet of shelf space needed for 20,000 books. That is a Gehanna of
a lot of books! Walk out on San Fernando
and take a look for yourself.
But as to the patio--while
sHII am certain we fraternity people (Sigma Rho here)
would do the job, I now have taken a firm
stand: Ban the Bricks. The Spartacamp series
underscore what Abraham Maslow stated
in his Grace Cathedral lecture of Jan. 6:
it is impossible for the scholar to use his
knowledge on today’s campus in a way educationally constructive, but rather he has
to seek the kind of workshop of which Spartacamp is an example. To Maslow Synanon
offers the most promising prototype for such
an organizational unit where we can all help
and be helped. Why not a continuing Spartacamp on the Tower Hall open area, with a
minimum of architecture, easily reordered,
kept of human scale, and no bricks, no con.

Stratel
Albert Porter, Ph.D.
Associate Professor ot Diediteas

Writer Calls Party Ban
’Political Grubbiness’

A young person concerned about world
problems can directly sway world events,
however. A student can plan a career,
whatever the ntajor or field, that can
change the course of humanity. Such a
career is available in the United Nations.
The United Nations is an organization
dedicated to peace and it fights for this
purpose with steadfast determination.
There are many wars, many fronts and
many weapons in this struggle and many
soldiers are needed to combat the enemies
of poverty, ignorance, disease and aggression. Opportunities to serve are unlimited.
Business and economics majors may
serve with the Economic and Social Council. Medical majors may serve with the
World Health Organization. Agricultural
majors may serve with the Food and Agriculture Organization. Anyone in any specialty can be used.
U.N. NEEDS HELP

Miter:
Student Council’s effective ban on campus
political parties issued last Friday displays
a new low of political grubbiness and tortured
logic.
The action allows parties to "exist" but
outlaws their endorsement of candidates. This
is like denying the Fire Department the use
of water. The ftmction of parties is to nominate, endorse and elect canclidates, Student
Council notwithstanding.
Graduate Representative -Stet* Larson rationalized the incredible move, claiming it
"emphasizes the right of the individual, and
limits the right to organize."
In emphasizing "individual rights," council
has seriously restricted the right of the individual to choose his own course of action,
in order to enhance the chances of the "ASB
in-crowd" of being re-elected by effectively
destroying sources of potential opposition.
Roger F. Allen
A1129

’War Is Justified Only
To Accomplish Goals?’
Editor:
It is interesting what strange tricks one
can play with written words. For example,
try this.
Imagine that you have someone translate
for you word for word into Chinese the staff
editorial, "War Is Justified," printed in the
Spartan Daily on March 22. You are able to
slip into Red China, pose as a Communist
college Student, and gain a position on the
staff of a student paper. You submit the
editorial for publication. Will it be accepted
as a patriotic statement reflecting the Martian ideology of loyal Communist youth? Does
it ccmtain any idea with which any true
Communist would not readily agree?
I’m sure that the edibirializer agrees with
the Communists only on this one issue that
war Is "justified" to "accomplish" one’s
"goals," but it is a crucial issue. Why not be
realistic and admit that the basic "justification" of wax is that Man has neglected to
force his soctal intelligence to keep pace with
his technical intelligence?
Let’s not undersell ourselves and our ideals
by trying to "justify" the same stu,pid murderous and suicidal methods to accomplish
our goals which the Communists use, and
also "justify." Let’s justify our claim to superiority by using our brains to try to work
out wayi which are mori constructive, mere
courageous, more Christian, and more American.
Barry Lgiach
1118884

Many think the United Nations ineffectual. Any ineffectiveness would come,
not from its own doings, but from nonsupport. The United Nations needs help
to make peace more than a phrase. A person can devote a life span to service within
this oragnization, really doing something
for all eternity, not just the immediate
future.
But the United Nations canes’s. begin to
act by itself. The United Nations needs
K.H.
you.
Indian Warwhoop
San Bernardino Valley College
Friday, March 18, 1966

Guest Editorial

Lectures Dull?
The psychological effect of sitting in
class and being (lull, lectured at and
"’ebbed" at is to make a student passive,
lose motivation and curiosity.
So say 25 Harvard medical students who
have been released from the tedium of
attending scores of lectures in trade for
studying on their own. They told Dr. Robert Elbert, dean, that their lectures were
dull and a waste of timethat most of the
material they received during lecture periods was merely reiteration of textbook
information.
STUDENTS RELEASED
So he released them from the chore for
a year and told them to study on their
own. They will be divided into groups of
five, and with the assistance of a faculty
adviser, will devise their own learning
techniques.
They will take the same exams as their
classmates who are still attending lectures
and will attend the lectures which interest
them.
The system is appealing. Too often in
the course of pursuing a degree the student is bombarded with classes which result in better training as a public stenographer than as a knowledge-seeking individual.
TEXT NOTES

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
th editorial page offers students nd faculty
chance to exp.:ess their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written dbates on such current ffairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typwriftsm, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB nurnbr. Th
Daily will not print letters which re libelous, in poor
taste or include
personal attack. The difor
the right to edit or cuf letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects ha believes have balm exhausted.

Too often the reams of notes taken in
a lecture class correspond 80 directly with
material from the text that it appears the
lecturer is simply reading the book to the
claTamh.e Harvard elan has posed an interesting challenge to the lecture system. lt
will he interesting to see during the next
year if the lectures are needed at all.
The Daily Aztec
San Diego Setae College
Friday, March 1, 19oei
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Damsel in Distress
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By PAT SHARP
Splirtan Daily Fine Arts Editor
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"F-fpfpt! Skat! F-f.f-t!" Miss Cat cursed the Dragon.
Portrayed by Miss Kstren Black in last week’s Children’s
Theatre production of Eugene Schwarz’ "The Dragon," Miss
Cat wa.s one of the most channing characters in the play.
She was very much the feline, curling up along the edge
of the well, snuggling against others in the cast and generally
pussy-footing throughout the play. As she begged milk from
the supper table during the first act Thursday afternoon, many
of the young audience leaned forward to watch her lap it
from a saucer.
Her rolling "r’s" and feline injections animated her role,
as when she said:
"Every year he chooses a young girl. And we, without
a single mee-ow, hand her over to the Dragon. He carries her
off to his cave and we never see her again. They say they all
die of loathing. F-fpfpt! Skat! F-f-f-t!"
The excitement of the children had begun even before
the performance. As they stood in line at College Theatre,
their actions and noisy chatter reflected their impatience for
the doors to open.
IN SEARCH OF SEATS
Once inside they dashed down and up aisles in search of
the most favorable seats. Amidst the confusion one Cub Scout
with cap awry sat intently reading the program.
Shouts of "Yaaay!" resounded as the lights dimmed and
the curtain withdrew. An eerie green light washed the stage.
Thunder roared. Suddenly .the dragon whished acrass the stage
and into his ca.stle, spewing flames. Then for the moment
all was quiet.
Lancelot entered. Portrayed by Richand Allen, he appeared
debonair, more than a little self-pleased and the picture of
the chivalrous, handsome young knight most young girls at
some time have in their hearts.

Ity SIAltli
TNASI
Spartan flails Staff Writer
Miss Berneice Prisk, professor
of drama, recently published her
first book, "Stage Costume
Handbook," one of the few publications of this type.
"It is a handbook in costuming for a play," Miss Prisk explained. "It includes material I
have used in teaching my classes
which has not appeared in textbooks before. The book is suitable for teachers of drama in
secondary schools as well as
colleges," she explained.
The htmdbook discusses stage
costume and its function. Sections illustrated include historical, national and traditional costumes with a brief summary on
costumes most u.sed frequently
on stage.
It presents procedures and
techniques for the crafts involved
in costume construction, includ-

Elsa, enacted by Miss Judy Long, was indeed the image
of a medieval damsel in distress. Her light blue peasant -style
dress set off her flowing black hair and creamy complexion.
WAITING FOR THE DRAGON
The audience was as mystified as Lancelot when, following more thunderous crashes and brilliant streaks of colored
light, in walked not a monster lizard, but a mean-looking man
with tangled red hair and a great mustache. About the same
mcmcnt Lancelot said, "I am waiting for the Dragon to come
in," a small girl piped up with, "Who’s HE?"
As subsequently explained, the Dragon, played by Eddy
Emanuel, was so accustomed to being among human beings
he often tran.sformed himself into one for hi.s informal calls
on the villagers.
An enjoyable figure in the drama was the 13urgomaster,
enacted by Don Carlson. A bald pate fringed with grey tuft,
of hair and a paunch figure delighted the audience. His
maniacal laughter and high squeaky voice endeared him to
the youngsters, despite the author’s implication that only one
half-sane could serve a tyrant.
HENRY SINGS GAILY
The Btugomaster’s son Henry, played by Dennis Johnson,
performed an entertaining rendition of a song based on the
Dragon’s remark in regard to whether Lancelot would slay
him. Henry danced from center stage toward the well gaily
chanting:
"We shall see, we shall see, growled the Dragon. We shall
see, we shall see roared the old Dra-Dra-Dragon. Old Man
Dragon, he thundered! We shall see! The devil take me. And
indeed we shall see, tra-la-la-la!"
Director Hugh Nelson efficiently cut the dialogue in parts
of the original script to make it more attuned to a children’s
audience. The result was a production which moved quickly
from action to action with never a dull moment.
’The Dragon" was endearing and enjoyable for the young
--or the young at heart.

s

Music Department College Theater Comedy
To Present Annual To Open In Mid-April
Jazz Day Festival
The SJS Music Department
will present its third annual
"Day of Jazz" festival for California colleges and universities
Saturday and Sunday, April 30May 1.
The festival is limited to 16
bands from two-ycar and fouryear schools. Among those which
have signed up are: Stanford
University. University of California at Santa Barbara, California State College at Los
Angeles, San Francisco State
College, San Fernando Valley
State Col leg e, Southwestern
College, Foothill Junior College
and San Jose City College.
Festival Chairman Jerry Powers, SJS senior, said that he expects an audience from local
high schools as well as big-band
jazz enthusiasts.
Saturday’s schedule includes
adjudication of performance
after which outstanding bands
and all-star performers will be
announced.
Jazz columnist Russ Wilson
will be host at the Sunday
events. From 2-4 p.m. the top two
bands from two-year colleges
and the top two from four-year
schools will play in the Festival
of Jazz Concert.

Harpists, Singers
Perform Today

Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s
’’The Rivals" will open at College Theatre Friday, Aprll 15.
as the fourth production of the
Drama Department’s 1965-1966
season.
The comedy, written in 1775,
marked the turning point in
Sheridan’s career as a public
figure. The 18th century dramatist, orator and statesman represented Coventry, England, in
Parliament for 21 years.
Following his death in 1816,
Sheridan was buried in the Poets’
Corner of Westminster Abbey.
Dr. Harold Crain, professor of

drama, directs the SJS production.
Members of the cast include
Thomas Wilde as Sir Anthony
Absolute; William Keeler, Captain Absolute; Robert Ryan
Faulkland; Tracy Thornell,
Acres; David Kahn, Sir Lucius
O’Trigger; James Piazza, David;
James McRory, Fag; Miss Sally
Kemp, Mrs. Malaprop; Miss
Claire Baker, Lydia Languish;
Mrs. Susan Hafenfeld, Julia, and
Miss Jocelyn Smith as Lucy.
Assistant to the director is
Miss Joye Ludwig. Miss Jane
Edwards is stage manager and
Miss Kathy Espinoza is assistant stage manager.

CLOSED MONDAYS

111111

"Highest Quality Haircutting
Reu,wmble. Plbes.
MEN $1.80
BOY’S $1.55

CI;

n:6

Authentic
Mexican food
d in a
friendly
atmosphere.
We also serve very
fine American food.
799 So. 1st St.
292.3710
21,2rTanwLus.---

A limited number of spac-oi
r oroiluble

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE
Paris - San Francisco
July 29, 1966 or Aug. 3, 1966
Fur Faculty, Staff. Students of
The California State Colleges
for information:
Mee of International Programs
Cal.forn;a State Collages
1600 Holloway Avnue
San Frirnclsco, California 94132
Fare: $225 one way

PEANUTS
We have PEANUTS Cards for
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Cuf-Rite
Barber
Shop

ing pattern-drafting instruction,
for basic pattern.s.
These procedures are essentially the ones used in decorating fabrics and costumes, as
well as making wigs, masks,
tumor, footwear and other parts
of costumes in the advanced costume designing cla.ss Miss Prisk
pointed out.
"Many difficult problems are
involved in designing costumes
because we deal with different
counuies, styles and centuries,"
site explained.
"For ’The Dragon,’ we designed 18th century costumes.
For "Mathune Butterfly," which
will be presented in May, we will
make Japanese costumes," she
commented.
Miss Prisk has designed costumes for more than 350 shows,
at lea.st 150 at SJS. She has
written articles on various aspects of costuming.

THE QUESTION IS
AM
A HAS-BEEN OR
A NEVER -WAS?
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General
Birthday
Get Well
Mother’s Day
Physical Fitness Charts
Memo Pads
Stationery
Post.ers
Post Cards
Philosophy Books

CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Daily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

ONLY $

= 1279 E. SANTA CLARA 297.9705 F.
Fill0111111101111111111111111011111111=7

iqtgotatria

at your college
bookstore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

292-5502

10th & William

afacrs by the Sea

To serve you more efficiently with
the LARGEST SELECTION of SHEET MUSIC
we are open Tues. thru Sof.

9:30 TO 5:30

Saratoga Clef House
14471 Big Basin Way

867-3721

Harpists anti :lusters will present a program ranging from
allegro to lullaby tcday at 1:30 ,
p.m. in Concert Hall.
Mrs. Nancy Gustayson, instruc.
tor in music, and Russell Harrison, associate professor of music,
direct the Harp-Chorale Ensemble.
The program will open with
Haydn’s "Theme and Variations"
followed by Debussy’s "Premiere
Arabesque."

Special
for SJS

students

Now, every moment is doubly
precious, especially when you select
your betrothal diamond. To be
confident of your choice, see a
recognized, professionally trained
jeweler. Our membership in the
American Gem Society assures you
of such skilled aid when making
your important diamond purchase.

and families.
Shampoo and Set
sham!
, Haircut
and Set
1.ive

$ 2.50
$ 4
$10

5-141tad
geauty S10/2
1111 N. 1st Street
Machado Building #5
292-5491
OPF:N
Tues. thru Set.. 9 ami..5 p.m. or
hy appointment until 9 p.m.
Free parking in rear.

N1OR.r_FO
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Ars GE 1OLOGISTS
241.1151
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COME ON IN . . . THE SUITS ARE BEAUTIFUL!
e have style+ for everyone, from serious swinimer to the
You should sec the selection!
gal whose only bathing is in the sun. Bare bikini’s, blousons, sleek sheaths, ’little boy"
shorts. We have one, two and three piece designs in the newest fabrics and fashion shades.
All the famous names are here. Rose Marie Reid, Catalina, Cole of California, Peter Pan,
Roxanne. to name just a few! Choose von; now from this big, bright, brand tusv collection. VI e shov, only 3, come see the rest!
RCIX(111171‘’N ’little boy’ suit,
made for girls! IProportioned bra cup.) Fortrer
cotton. 8-14.
$17

Elizabeth Steicares 2-pc.
blouson suit. Nylon knit,
trimmed by bows. Scarlet/
white. 1046.
$24
Macy’s by the see.
street floor, Valley Fair

Jantzen’s official ’Smile
Girl’ suit in zippy nylon
knit stripes with comb
pocket! Sizes 11 to 14.
$11.

Theeday, March V1,

1,41‘ %It 1%\ 11%1I‘E

1,41r

Prep High Jumper
Featured Today
In Frosh Track

.1114Aicul41441,1,11k
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Danis & Frances McCord
810
Town and C

try Village
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One Year of Waiting Over
As Trackmen Face Indians
end this SaturSJS has been waiting for itsi The waiting
1966 dual track meet with Stan- day ilS the Spartans invade StanI ford Stadium in Palo Alto for the
ford for a year.
meeting of the two best collegiate
-.quads in Northern California.
Last year the Indians tweet SJS
to snap a sev6n-meet Spartan
-.trine of victories.
SJS gained partial revenge by
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

$89

all color

JRS ENTERPRISES
Phone 286-5392 evenings

Il
65,000
BOOKS &
PAPERBACKS

Europe, round trip

’Books Inc.

$298

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek 8,, Winchester
,c
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving California Since 1851

Icelandic Airlines from New York

St. Claire 5ravel

75,000
GREETING
CARDS

74 W. San Carlos
Phone 297-1700

SJS’ freshman track squad plays
host to highly -touted Castlemont
High of Oakland this afternoon in
an informal, non -scoring meet.
Action begins at 3:30 p.m. on
the Spartan track.
Castletnont boasts one of the
top prep high jumpers in the nation in Fred Jackson, who already
has a 6-11 leap to his credit.
Leading the Spartan crew under
coach Mery Smith is red-haired
sprinter Bob Talmadge and distance runner Andy Vollmer.
Talmadge has been the Spartababes’ mainstay in both the Interclass Meet. where he won five
events, and the Cabrillo dual meet.
Vollmer placed fifth in the 5,000
meters at last weekend’s Santa
Barbara Easter Relays while runrang against varsity competition.
In their only dual meet of the
season. the Spartans ripped Cabrillo 73-37 as Talmadge won the
220-yard dash in 22.1, the 440
in 49.4 and anchored two winning
relay teams.

flipping the Indians 101-98 in the
Stanford Relays earlier this year
but that’s not a dual meet.
Stanford’s claim this year is
whipping SJS in the Santa Barbara Easter Relays last weekend,
v..ith Stanford garnering 42 points
for second place and SJS 39 for
fourth.
In this regard, Spartan boosters
point out that only 20 Spartans
made the trip to Santa Bcu-bara
tfor various reasons, including financial problems and injuries) and
several sure points were overlooked.
ANTICIPATED MEET
Tommy Smith and Wayne Hermen are consistent point getters
in the broad jump and 100-yard
dash, respectively, but both stayed
out of these events in anticipation
of the Stanford meet.
Stanford coach Payton Jordan
has been praising the Spartans as
one of the best three collegiate
teams in the nation this year and
feels his Indians are definite underdogs for Saturday’s meet.
’TOO MUCH DEPTH’
"We might stay with the Spartans in a relays meet, but they
have too much depth for us in
a dual meet," Jordan said.
The meet will renew such old
personal duels as Smith and Hermen against Larry Questad in the
sprints, SJS’ Joe Neff against Dave
Deubner in the middle distances
and the two relay squads.

BLUE-EYED AIDES
Football coach Harry Anderson
leads a coaching staff of blue-eyed
assistants. Aides Tom Keele,
Damon Bane, Gene Menges and
John Webb all boast blue eyes.

THE BEST is yet to comethat is the indication Spartan
javelin heaver Paul Hewitt has been giving. The junior has improved steadily over the season, with his lifetime best of 207-21/2
coming last weekend.

Miller, Lucas Win and Lose
In NCAA Wrestling Tourney
SJS’ wrestling duo at the NCAA
Championships didn’t finish the
season in dynamic fashion, but
did end with strong showings.
Spartan grapplers Loren Miller
and Cy Lucas both failed to pass
the second round, but as coach
Hugh Mumby notes, "They were
I no soft touches."
Action was Thursday through
Saturday in Ames, Iovva.
Both matmen dropped their ACCond battle after winning in the
opening round.
BEAT CHAMP
Miller bested Rocky Mountain
hamp Nash Tillman in the 145p atnd opener. After topping the

waRimmmariffoncadmiaamimpr

FEATURING
MAGNAVOX PRODUCTS
AT THE
COLLEGE SHOP

Coast Radio
THE COLLEGE SHOP
98 So. 3rd St., San Jose
297-2941

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and Ilfh

Adams State wrestler, he dropped
a close decision to Indiana State
University’s Rudy Dotlock.
Dotlock failed to make the finals. so Miller lost his opportunity
to grapple for fifth or sixth in
the consolation round.
Lucas took the nod over Fred
Steliman of Michigan in his initial
bout, but was outpointed.by Wisconsin’s Elmer Beales in the lotlowing outing. Beales also failed
to advance, so Lucas also sat out
the remainder of the affair.
GAIN TWO POINTS
"Anytime we score we’re har)PYUsually we meet only the area
champs," reports Mumby. The
Spartans picked up two points to
rank 38th in the 79-team field.
West Coast units didn’t fare too
well. Only Oregon, Oregon State
and Cal Poly were area units
ahead of the SJS twosome.
"1 especial both of our men

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

might have done betterespecially
Miller," said Mumby.
Miller became the first Spartan
to go to the tourney twice. Last
year, he fought to a seventh place
against the nation’s finest.
With Miller and Lucas both only
juniors, another good year could
etum the pair another try in ’67.
.
.

Tumbling Coppola
Falls From Finals
A Cinderella story had a Humpty Dumpty ending for SJS gymnast Tony Coppola ill Saturday’s
NCAA Regionals in Los Angeles.
After a good routine, the Spartan fell on his dismount resulting
in a loss of points and a 12th place
finish.
A good performance on the parallel bars gave hirn a 10th in that
event. He needed to finish in the
top eight however, to qualify for
the University Park, Pa. finals.
Teammate Jeff Wolfe turned in
a good showing on the high bar,
but his placing also failed to earn
a finals trip.

Sally’s steady ...
a gallant young nipper
Drank his Colt 45
from her slipper.
Then one day, by gosh!
He tried her galosh
And caught his mustosh
in the zipper.

’4t!

45
mo,r

A completely
unique experience!
(F, SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., BALT., MD.

SHIRTMAKElif;

FM-AM Table Radio
.d Sinto
. uses no tubes! Sound Comes
; istantiv no sverinup- neadod. FM
RF
Stage, efficient 6- oval
c-C. Tut ad
Yoar choice of fcur decorative
FM 52

now only 49.95

FM -AM Portable
IOira s sor
puhs
ci.s.dnt FM stations, FMAFC locks them ;n! High effi
eioncy Magnavox speaker. tone control. ear
phone. Batteries included.
FM 91

now only 49.95

COAST TO COAST

THE BATISTE
OXFORD

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A Complple tine of Nationally Advertised Products
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I D Bracelets
Clocks

16" Personal TV
Throe IF Stages (not
P cture and Sound
telcs,opird Dipole Antenna.
V 107

FM -AM Pocket Radio

,re,

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Fit Fi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

The tooling efopensitleS of Iightest-weight Batiste are now Joined to the
NO MONEY DOWN

A YEAR TO PAY

AM rttccc
rda 0 witn telescoping a^. --a. Crrnplete with battery,
. rase, gift bow.
eurphonc

now only 109 90

now only 24.111
Downtown
65 So. First S t.
We validate all downtown lot tickets
292.49 i 0 Open until 9 Mon., Thurs. 8 Fri. Naas

Coast Radio
Two OTHER LOCATIONS

TO SERVE YOU
COAST RADIO
82 VALLEY FAIR
San Jose
TWO OTHER LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU

COAST RADIO
266 S. 1st
San Jose

Dinnenrare
Silvenvare
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorderf

Valley Fair Shopping Center
248 1040 ()pan Mr), 01,1 Frl. uoill 9.30 p.m.

Sunnyvale
739.0591

Open unfil 9

2 09 So. Tooffe St.
Thu, 7. Fri Wel

(AY,

texture and weave of fine Oxford. The result? A cotton conservative that
will stand up to the warmest days in style. Handsomely, comfortably
decigned with an authentic button-down collar and short sleeves.

$6.95

NN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIER

FREE
PARKING

Open Monday thru Friday
Until 9:30 p.m.
419 Town & Country Village
243-3352

Showbull Moviag?

Baseballers Battle Broncos

Spartan baseballers hope to keep
the snowball of victory rolling
today when they travel to Santa
Clara to meet a strong Bronco
/line at 3 p.m.
,(._.,nning off an exciting and

morale-building extra-inning victory over the University of the
Pacific last Saturday, goes into
today’s contest with a 7-10 wonlost record that includes a 9-2 early
season setlxick to the Broncos.

SALE

/

1/2 OFF
ON ALL
SLACKS
Hours: Mon. -Sat.
9:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Thurs., 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

VAUGHN’S

Saie

$ i5.00
14.00
12.50
11.50
10.00
8.50
7.00
6.00

$29.95
27.95
24.95
22.96
19,95
16.95
13.95
12,95

Choose from wools, worsteds, flannels,
sharkslins, gabardines, dacron wools,
blends, etc.

125 So. 4th St.

292-7611

Achtung
VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

The Spartans will place their
hopes of revenge on the right
arm of Frank Pangborn. The junior letterman will be making his
third start of the year. So far
this season, he has won one, lost
two and compiled a 3.25 earned
run average.
Outfielders Dave Mettler and
Robin Tomlin have taken over the
burden of the Spartans’ attack in
recent games, and will start in the
outer garden today along with
Dave Gigliotti.
Mettler had five hits in eight
trips to the plate in Saturday’s
double-header, while Tomlin, after
pinch-hitting a single in the first
game, came on to pound out a
home run, double and single in
the second contest.
Santa Clara’s strong point is a
powerful attack led by first baseman, Bob Spence, third ba.seman
Bill Sclunidt and outfielder Rod
Austin.
Schmidt, who had a pair of
homers against USC Sunday, was
particularly rough on SJS in the
first meeting of the cross-town
rivals, rapping out four hits in five
trips to the plate.

VOLLEYBALL
Thursday is the last

E

day for
six-man volleyball team entities
to be turned into the Intramurals
Office.
There will be a team captain’s
meeting Thursday in MG201. Play
gets underway right after vacation
on Monday, April 11.

SOFTBALL
Softball action aLso starts soon
aft,er the Easter recess. Fast pitch
entities are due Wednesday, April
13, and slow pitch entities mu.st
be turned in to the Intramurals
Office by Monday, April 18.

THREE "K" FLYING "A" is doing what no one else has
ever done in San Jose. They are featuring Otis week only,
Valve Adjustments on ’VOLKSWAGENS for only 99c.

Football coach Harry Anderson issued one la,t plea toslay
for all potential gridders to report to NIC,2111 this afternoon at
3:30 (Or an briportant team
nteeting.

TODAY thru Thursday March 31
Easter Vacation Valve
Valve

Reg. S2.50

NATIONALLY RANKED

Win, Place, Show
For Judo Team
SJS judokiis ended their preEaster Vacation schedule on a
pleasant note Saturday, winning,
placing and showing in the Santa
Clara Invitational tournament at
Willow Glen High School.
Keith Pickard captured the
tournament black belt championship, while teammate Ron Takiguchi was second in the brown belt
division. Spartan novice Steve Kidder finished third in white belt
competition.
No team scoring was kept in
the tournament which featured
participants from all the judo clubs
in the area, as well as the University of California.
The next tournament for SJS
is the Alameda I nvi t a t i on a I on
Anril 17.

nipple I ill. S.iS Cial I 1111,lIli
Thursday’s Hayward bout.
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Produced by the Radio & TV Journalism
Students of San Jose State

"SPARTAN SPECTRU M"
in

Twice nightly tonight antl every night

NINTH RANKED

Friday’s dual with Redlands pits
the Spartans against the nation’s
ninth ranking net team. John
Yeomans heads the Southlandets.
Raul Contreras lead.s SJS in the
week’s act io n. Although still
adjusting to the San Jose courts,
he has been one of the team’s
early leaders.
Used to scrambling on the clay
confines, Contreras has had difficulty getting to the net and volleying, according to Krikorian.
Other San Jose entries will be
Bob Mario, Yit Louie, Gordon
Miller, Rodney Kop and Bob Skinner.
Krikorian remains uridecided on
the d011bles pairings

7:25 and 7:55 pan.
KXRX-at 1500 on your 114 radio dial

no interest or carrying charges

iDUET
ArtCarved
Dream Diamond Rings
WORLD’S FIRST
THEATRE WITH
ALL PERFECT SEATS

for when it’s more than "puppy love"

PRESENTS:
Lana Turner in
"MADAME X’’
with John Forsythe

--(r"r"10,t

and Ricardo Montalban
also
"FATE IS THE HUNTER"
with Glenn Ford
and Rod Taylor.
all seats $1.50
Sunday thru Thursday
$1.90 Friday and Saturday
evenings.

YUALITY SINCE 1937

phone 738-1111

111-WILD.FLOwEn

Friday and Saturday
Reservations Accepted.

\ al idated Parking

738 E. EL CAMINO’
SUNNYVALE

275 S. First St.

295-0567

Between Wolfe Rd.

nuthoireeA_rtCarved

and Fair Oaks Ma.

rate

Via

99‘

Regularly Scheduled Jet Flights

Again, for the 3rd Year Fly
with Air India
Round trip to London from New York .

THREE "K"

$300 inc. tax

Flying "A" Imported Car Service
1 lth and SANTA CLARA

ot Jet tun is scheduled
for the SJS tennis team this week
as the netters meet four tough
squads on consecutive days.
California provides the first test
this afternoon at 2:30 p.m. on the
llth and Ilumboldt courts.
Following are visits to Stanford
and Cal State at Hayward and a
home encounter with Redlands.
Coach Butch Krikorian expects
the Bears to be plenty of opposition today.

_

JET TO EUROPE
at a low group

Special

(VOLKSWAGENS ONLY)

Adjustment

Netters Battle Cal
To Open Big Week

Led by Gene Canton and Chuck
Darley, the Cal unit tied for third
nationally last year and grabbed
the Northern California Intercollegiate in February.
Krilcorian ranks the Bears among
the nation’s finest racket squads
also this year,
The Spartans take a 4-0 record
into the match.
Stanford’s swinging Indians test
the Spartans tomorrow in Palo
Alto.
Led by Jim Best, winner in the
Northern California Intercollegiate
singles, Stanford rates among the
West’s finest. The Indians tied
with Cal for third nationally last
.1411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L year.
Cal State is riot expected to

’ Intramurals

’Tuesday. Marelt.2g 198A

from San Francisco

$532.20 inc. tax

294-1562

Depart June 20th, Return September 6th
354-7917, DAYS

CALL:

264-5197, AFTER 6 p.m.

Europe’66’ take Straw #4.N
via

TWA

UNI ED

PIZZA SUPREME

MINONI

pe othe famitp

>t

RESERVE
NOW!
New York
to Paris

featuring

Inc. Tax

* SANDWICHES until 4 p.m. including pastrami,
corned beef, ham.
* LUNCHES served until 4 p.m. daily.

San Francisco to Paris ROUND TRIP $563.00
(Based on group rate) Children Half Fare,
Youth Fare $476.00

Inc. Tax
ROUND TRIP

Via AAL-Alitalia . . . DEPARTS June 21 ... RETURNS Sept.

San Francisco to London ROUND TRIP $532.00
(Based on Group rate) Children Half Far*,
Youth Fare $445.00
Ask about our Europe "by all means of transportation" student
tour. Auto Purchase/Rental plans available, Eurail passes.

CONTACT TONY ENGSTROM
WS Grad Student
297-0428
In Business
51 So. 19th

kinds of

PRAWNS
BROASTED CHICKEN
CHEESEBURGERS
HAMBURGERS

ROUND TRIP

300.00

22

PIZZA

331600

Via TWA ... DEPARTS June 14th ... RETURNS Sept. 8
Via United/lberia ... DEPARTS June 20 ... RETURNS Sept. 5

New York
to London

boutie

FINE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEER
BANJO AND HONKY TONK
Friday and Saturday, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. Sunday 6 p.m. - 8

p.m.
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= This coupon rclernable et the Straw Het with Student Body Card for =
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= NAME . ... _ _
$1
= ADDRESS ___ . .
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_
offer expires June 15th, 1966

on any
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GIANT PIZZA ;-inimiiiiiiiiiiimitimiiiiiiinnutimminiummininininnininnimir
E

Open Sunday thru Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to Midnight.
Friday and Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 2 a.m.

SLACKS,JEANS and WALK SHORTS
with

FaraPress
NEVER NEED IRONING

THE STRAW HAT
1400 W. Campbell Ave., Campbell
For Pizza to go, Phone 378-1800 or 253.0703

FARAH MANUFACTURING CO, INC.,

El. PAIO, TUAS

YOUR BEST
DRESS SLACKS
at Casual Slack Prices!

Spartaguide

Student Center Plans Dance SJS Professor
et.
tle
I ielaas ate tat
for the International Hall. FridaY.
April 29, sponsored by the international Student Center and the
Intercultural Steering Committee.
Bids may be purchased from
members of the sponsoring organizations and in the Student Affairs
Business Office at $2..10 for stu-

To Speak, Study

dew. Loa! :cat tar the general
I public.
The International Ball is the
major fund-raising event for these
organizations. A live band will
pros ale the music for the ball to
James M. Craig, associate probe held in the Empire Room of
fessor of microbiology, will cross
Hotel,
Market
Sainte
Claire
the
the Iron Curtain into Russia,
and San Carlos Streets.
Czechoslovakia and Poland this
summer.

Live Band
ane Saturday

turriciiewis
Tuesday thru Friday
Dinners
Tuesday thru Saturday
Banquet Rooms Aiailable
for Fraternity and Sorority
Dances

t’L
St ,

293-4570

San Jose

---,As a

Baptist Student Union, 12:30
p.m., Memorial Chapel. Discussion
group will be held.
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., ED
241. )A’ork meeting will be held
to make Easter baskets.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., HI.
Social Affairs Committee, 3:30
p.m., College Union. Final decisions
Craig is one of 35 non-Russians on the Spring Formal will be made.
invited to the International Botu- All members are encouraged to
lism Symposium and Ninth Inter- attend.
national Microbiological Congress
TOMORROW
in Moscow.
College Voting Life, 9:45 p.m.,
In August, he will present a paper on botulism studies to the
medical school faculty of the University of Prague. Botulism is
acute food poisoning caused by
bacteria. The disease is often fatal.

Behind ’Curtain’

Friday

1465 W. San Carlos

TODAY

_

very specially priced!

Our Now Lightweight
Oxford Weave Suits
Lively up your wardmbe with this springweight
suit from Rams Head! It’s light in feeling yet
hard -finished and crisp for maximum mileage.
Natural shoulder. Olive. Blue, Putty. Where

59.90

else but Grodins at only

G1R.OD I 1\1 S immi#

Monday thru Saturday Until 9,30 p.rn.
San Antonio Center Shop
Monday thru Saturday Until 9.30 p.m.
Valley Fair Shop

Changes Simplify
Interview Routine

Craig is a member of the National Pollution Corrunittee organThe graduation appointment proized by the U.S. Public Health cedure has been modified to make
Service and National Institute of the process quicker and more efHealth.
ficient.
All students planning to graduate in January 1967 should come
to the Registrar’s Office IADM
102) today through Sunday, May 1,
up a card which tells him
June and Sununer graduate.. to pick
what week to come into the office
may sign for interview appointto obtain a graduation appointments now in the Placement ment.
Center, ADM234.
These cards will be given out
on a first come-first served basis.
TOI)AY
A student cannot obtain a gradPfizer Laboratories, Division of uation appointment without the
Chas. 1Pfizer and Co.; Biological card.
Science. Business, and Liberal
Although the new system reArts majors for positions in phar- quires the student to make two
maceutical sales.
trips to the office, it eliminates
Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc.; waiting in line and gives him a
EE, ME, ChE majors for positions larger selection of possible apas assistant engineer.
pointment times.
Fairchild Semiconductor; EE,
ChE, ME, metallurgical engineering. physics, chemistry (physical),
metallurgy, ceramic engineering
also MBA w/ILS engineering, business and industrial management
RAWALPINDI
(P akist an I
majors for positions in manufacturing: product engineers, process (UPI) Chinese Communist govengineers, production supervision, ernment chairman Liu Shao Chi
design, materials engineering, mar- yesterday completed a round of
keting, applications engineering; "successful" talks with Pakistani
research and development (ad- leaders.
He pledged
Peking’s "unity
vanced degree preferred). U.S.
citizenship or permanent visa re- against aggression" with the regime
of
President Mohatnmed
quired.
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corpora- Ayub Khan.
Liu,
68,
yesterday
was traveling
tion; business, liberal arts, science
majors for positions as territory to Lahore and was to head for
Karachi tomorrow, then fly back
salesmen.
City of Oakland, Civil Service; across the Himalayas into Red
CE, recreation, social sci.. lib. ma- China’s Sinkiang Province Thursjors for positions as jr. engineer, day.

Job Interviews

Girl,

9, Bears Child
JOHANNESBURG (UPI) An
African girl said to be only 9 years
old gave birth to a baby at Springs

7 DAYS 5268.95

to Both
Co’s ’N’ Ed’s

$299.95

15 Days

$349.95

$599

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
1. su=sd ta via Pen Ant and

1

Package Includes

3. Royal Greeting upon arrival

2

3. Fresh Flower Lel

3

4. Transfer from Airport to
Waikiki

4

g7idgriTtWo:Motter

non-white hospital, 30 miles ea.st
of here, it was reported yesterday.
The girl and the baby were reported well.

Round trip via Pan Am and
United JETS
T,ansfers round trip
Ot Imre Apertments for 60
deys including maid service
Clrolo island tour
Gni Acquainted Party
Tuhirinn show end LUAU

5

"

6

IL Your 0 VIII free lante Chevy
from AI’ r1V4i to d_pirfure wirh

7

Your OWN 1966 Chevy ll
w th UNLIMITED mileage
ihn whole 60 days. This
r, your C8r, you just pity for
the gos.

unlimited mileage!
7. Private parking at th Drifr
wood
G. Transfer front Hotel to ai port
on departure
..t.d on soots ovum y c1

lor,ori nn triple oc,uponcy

of room end auto.

HOFFEE’S GARAGE
Where Your

VOLKSWAGEN
is in
Good Hands
for ALL
Her NEEDS.
Coll anytime

972 CHESTNUT ST.
NEAR HWY. 17 ACROSS
THE FREEWAY FROM EMC

29Z8000

************

sp ART A Ns:

beverages for two.
2nd PRIZE:

HONDA "50" MOTORBIKE!

3rd PRIZE:

ELECTRIC GUITAR!

4th PRIZE:

ADMIRAL TV!

Come fo Shakey’s of Meridian and Moorpark
for the details of this contest.
CONTEST ENDS APRIL 29,

Then . . .
Should you decide to
buy, we apply up to 3
months rent toward
the purchase price.
a
re("4
pto
Goys
l’4Ag

-

n IV/

5ennii 5rne

3000
Amazing Portable puts
"LIVE" margins over work...
THEM!
WHERE YOU

Men’s and Wotnen’s
Tennis Shorts and Shirts

395 to

’Women’s Arne! Tennis
Dresses and Pleated Skirts

895

1150 to 1995

Sperry Topsider
Racquet Oxford

’

1,’, the new Hermes 3000 Porta
with:
Visibte morgtns over woric
New faster easier action with
new key linkage
Touch control
Tab set, individual tab clear,
and all-tab clear
Margin release
Transparent cord holders
Visible enclatipage Indicator
Carriage locking button
’,IN’ knhed operation
Se41110.11Sh.f1
6..y

$129.50

9.95

rnzEmAirs
==.17"S=17.

244 S. 2nd

840 Town & Country Village

ctielet4
Service with Integrity

Have you heard the new sound
of

ACCU RACY?
hum of...

ACCUTR 0 NI’

FACIT
PORTABLE
Ideal for Home and Office
Standard -size keyboard, the exclx,ive -mechanical memory"
tabulator, and all the other features of a big typewriter, except weight, make the Facit
Poriablo ideal for home and
office.
btool
Rolicittested

for 18

years of service
Viklyg grey colour

$94.50

twee.
iiimmeeoeose
furoesseeeireo
wirimos000ese
World’s first timepiece
GUARANTEED not to gain
more than one minute
a month.,

eat PieeC:

f For one full year from date of pur
chase. the authorired jeweler from
whorn you purchased your
ACCUTRON timepiece will adjust
R. if necessary, to thls tolerance
without Charge.

9;1’4...
ACCUMON MEANS...

4.1.

Smith Corona’s most distinguished non-electric portable
... with deluxe office machine
features. The versatile Classic
12 has a carriage two inches
longer than ordinary portables.
Half-space key permits quick,
easy corrections.

$121.50
ACCIITRON "205"
Hand lapped stainless steel case. Luml
edos hands and dial. Tapered alliaatnr
strop. (Alto with choicoot dial) SISO

Accuracy through electronics.

Ak

te1

Address

by SMITH CORONA

Put your ear to the new ACCUTRON
timepiece and listen carefully. It
doesn’t tick it hums. Why? The heart
of ACCUTRON is a tiny, electronic
tuning fork! As it vibrates, it hums.
As it hums, it moves the hnds
with a new accuracy no other watch
in the world can match!

Sunday

st2st. M1/8/,.

fik

CLASSIC 12

1966

Music Friday, Saturday and

City
Phone

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET. DOWNTOWN
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

PARLOR
286-9666
Meridian at Moorpark

Je.radfii

($18 for 3 Months)

Ori.**.***;.**
SeV:v***

************.

Win an expense paid vacation in Acapulco. The trip may be
taken anytime within one year. This trip includes: A round +rip
air fare for two, hotel room for two, and all scheduled meals plus

rt. jatTUA

223 SO. FIRST ST., SAN JOSE

These Portables

-cpringiime

LOOK FOR THE
CAR IN THE SKY
Open 8 to 5,
Monday thru Saturday

t 0 116*
-11%

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

Rents Any of

e

& folder

i You Pay Ilse Gas...
We Pay the Mileage.

= INT

Si! ... FOR TWO

for reservations

Name

Daptint Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel. Various types
of church music will be presented
for discussion. Everyone welcome.
Phi Eta Sigma, 3:30 p.m., FO
104.

:FREEMAN’S
SPQR=

Ifs the hushed

UNLIMITED MILEAGE

Write or call

THURSDAY

S7 Per Month

4capulco 1966?

Open

10 Bays

Tau Delta PIA 1:30 p.m., Cafeteria rooms A and B. All TDP
faculty and members are invited
to attend the luncheon meeting.
Munk Department faculty. 8:15
p.m., Concert Hall. Admission is
free to the faculty recital.

10% Discount
A.S.R. Cnol

quired.

SUMMER
SESSION
60 DAYS

Carnpus Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St.
Chl Alpha, 6 p.m., Chi Alpha Student Center, 104 S. 13th St.
A.I.E.S.E.C. C’onunittee (SAM),
6:30 p.m., Sainte Claire Hotel. The
committee will meet before the
regular SAM meeting.
Society for the Advancement of
Managentent (SAM), 6:30 p.m.,
Sainte Claire Hotel. Guest speaker
for the first membership meeting
will be Gordon Levy, resident manager and partner of Dean Witter
and Company of San Jose.

Chinese, Pakistani
Complete Talks

patrolman, recreation director, jr.
lib. U.S. citizenship required.
United Air Lines; ME, EE, AE.
accounting or business administration with minimum of 16 credits of acctg. Also for buyer position--any business major related
to inventory control, mechanical
field for position in engineering,
accountants, and buyers. U.S. citizenship or permanent visa re-

EASTER
WEEK El

11-01PARTAIK DAM?
Tm.may, Marrh 29, vo;

San Jose

S,r1.1re vith !etre’’,

)eiselets

both stores open Mon., Thurs., Fri. eves.

This new
plan lets
you TRY
before
you
BUY!

1501111111F91 IVIACH1.1.!
t70 Snoth Set ond St.
2R6 2610

.t

Spring? . . . Would You Believe Vacation?

APARTAN DAILY
’;;;>" SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

EASTER SPECIAL EDITION

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 1966

SECTION B

Vacation, Variety
Leave SJS Together
SJS students will scatter in many directions this
Spring Vacation. Books and school will hopefully be
abantloned in favor of entertainment and relaxation.
Spring Vacation is the perfect in-between-time
when anything goes that is any sport goes. And this
Spring Vacation SJS students will be going going to
the beach to drink a little beer and soak up those first
rays of spring sun going to the slopes to squeeze
in a few more runs before the snow disappears
going down to catch a few waves at Ventura, Malibu
or Balboa going to Mexico for a little Latin advengoing to the store to buy a new bathing suit
ture
and realizing that before any more going, going on a
diet will have to take precedence.
Going tor some students will mean going to bed for
a whole week . . . to make up for those many sleepless
nights spent studying for mid-terms or writing term
papers at the last minute. Going for some students
will mean going home to visit family and friends and
catch a few rays in the back yard.
Going for the more unfortunate student will mean
going to a quiet place to study before going back to
school.

COOL SWIFT SLOPES ... green rolling waves ... south of the border siestas ...
wide stretches of white sand ... These are the daydreams of SJS students as they
prepare for the great escape. Already on their way: Above (from left) Diane Plapp,
Sandy Holcomb, Rich Merriii and Lynn Nibbe. Below: (from left) Pam Simmons, AI
011iffe, Lynn Nibbe, Diane Judah, Kathy Imwalle and Melinda Morrow.
Photos by Vince Streano

Tuesday, March 29, 15;2,G

118-8PARTAN DA.ILY

Male Boredom Cure:
Sunshine, Surf, Girls

Mazatlan, Mexico

SJS Students Go South
By DON SE%’BENS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Mazatlan. Mexico may contain
more Spartans than San Jose during Easter Vacation!
Well, not quite, but the resort
city located on the mainland of
Mexico along the coast just across
from the tip of Baja, California)
does draw many SJS students and
faculty each year during vacations.
This year, so many students are
going that Nyle Davis, a local
travel agent, says: "Tell anyone
else planning to go to take a
blanket. All places to stay are
already booked up."

Mazatlan is over 750 mile.
of the border but is well served
by rail, air and highway. Its climate is semi-tropical.
One of the favorite pastimes in
Mazatlan is lying on the beach
or surfing. Bill Ingwersen, Theta
Xi president, says "soaking up
rays" of sunshine will be a popular activity with the 14 Theta
Xi members malting the trip, this
Easter.
The coastline near Mazatlan is
rocky with small coves and inlets
ideal for skin diving. Water sports
are popular arnong natives and
tourists alike. Some dare-devil
divers plunge from high rocky

We’re Specialists

With Men
Our expert personal instruction can
guide you in developing a well-rounded,
handsome physique. Come in and see
our modem equipment and complete
weight-room facilities.

And Women!
Trim down the easy and comfortable
way to not only look slim and graceful
but feel peppy too. Our facilities Include a sun room, locker service and
steam bath.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
9th & Sento Cho.
295-9910

cliffs alto the pounding surf below.
Deep sea fishing is good at
Mazatlan, reports the First Class
Hotels, Fishing Fleets, and Businesses of Mazatlan. The association says over 5,000 large Marlin
and Sailfish are caught annuallY
off the coast of Mazatlan.
Bill Felse, student affairs business office manager, states that
all types of art are available in
this city of 90,000 persons. "There
is no real cultural center but there
are small shops with any item
you would like to purchase or
view," Felse said. He listed ceramics, woven blankets, water
colors, leather craft, jewelry,
sculpture, etchings and paintings.
Felse, who has traveled to Mazatlan twice, enjoys just meeting
the Mexican people. He believes
that students who go with an
open mind and treat the Mexicans
with respect and friendliness will
find that the village’s are also
friendly.
Travel agent Davis advises students that they must obtain a
Mexican tourist card, show proof
of United States citizenship and
get a smallpox vaccination to be
able to enter Mexico.
Felse cautions students to "be
very careful about the type of
food they eat and water they
drizilc." He suggests they investigate and ask questions about this
from someone who has been there
before going.
-

Movie Premiere
Slated for S.F.
"Born Free," a Columbia Pictures release based on Joy Adamson’s best seller about raising a
lion cub in Kenya, will premiere at
San Francisco’s Stage Door Theater Thursday, April 7.
San Francisco is among five
cities chosen for the first showing
of the movie, starring Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers.
Since its publication in 1960,
Miss Adamson’s book has been
translated into 21 languages.

HAS THE SELECTION OF
FORMALS IN SAN JOSE

By LEE JUILLERAT
I
Spartan Daily Spode W’rlter
Sunny weather will take the
"bored to the board" next week.
School boredom will be replaced’
by the surfboard when stul en- ,
thusiasts journey to the sunny
shores of Northern and Southern
Cal i Tornio.
Some of the boards will be used
others won’t.
To many who ply over to the
coastal areas, surfing is pitching
camp on the sand, critically extunining the waves and choosing to
test the equally erratic female instead.

"What are you planning to do Easter Break?"

Picture of Vacation
Sometimes Distorted

IS% JIM BAII,EV
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Spring is simply one week in
April.
At least that’s the way students
tend to see it. Spring is the week
of vacation when books are forgotten until Easter night.
Spring vacation is the tittle
when students release a whole
semester of frustrations in a few
short days. However a few dedicated students like one SJS sophomore don’t have much of a vacation. For reasons that will soon
be obvious we’ll just call this student R. H.
Last Easter week was a demanding one for R.H. It started
out with a convention in Bakersfield. More accurately it started
on the drive down when R.H.
’’shut down" a Corvette but lost
out to the "fuzz."
HIGH SPIRITS
The experience didn’t dampen
R.H.’s spirit in the least. "After
all I had been driving two years
and it was my first ticket," he
recalled calinly.
Once at the convention the hectic, demanding, self-sacrificing,
business kept him so busy he
didn’t sleep at all the first night.
Things quieted down somewhat
the second night and R.H. was
"out" by 3 a.m.
Still yearning for a chance to
relax R.H forced himself to forego the pleasures of yard work at
his home in San Mateo County.
Working on the minor that San
Diego State might have a book
he needed to complete his term
paper, RH. contir.ued south.
His devotion to the disrnvery

HEADS
OR
TAILS?
Flipping a coin is a heck of a way
to choose a career. We have a
better one: our Campus Internship Program.
Gives you a chance to find out
now, while you’re still a student,
if a career in life insurance sales
is for you.
Provides the sOlid training that
separates the amateurs from the
real pros.
Lets you use your head to get a
headstart on a lifetime career.
Those alumni of your school who
have tried it have found our
Campus Internstrip Program a
springboard to success. Ask therm

of the mysteries of the sea led
R.H. to spend the next two days
exploring tidal reactions off Balboa and Newport Beaches.
When luckless R.H. finally arrived in Stui Diego he missed the
turnoff to the State college and
soon found himself on the Mexican
border. Nevertheless R.H. refused
to turn back. Instead he decided
to spread good will and American
culture to the inhabitants of Tijuana.
After spreading his goodwill and
good American money through
several of the more deprived areas
of the city, our good Samaritan
at last headed for home.
Although he never had a chance
to study, R.H. was still denied the
joys of a vacation. Most students
however aren’t as hard working
as R.H., are they???

BROAD MLNDED
A broad selection isn’t always
available, however. Under a guise
of names indicating femaleused
only by the inexperienced, parents
or magazinesgirls are as sought
after as a good syave.
For those venturing beyond the
wading stage, the battle for a good
ride along the densely populated
sea areas of Huntington Beach,
Rincon, Pleasure’s or Steamers
Lane irtvolves stiff competition.
In chilly Northern California
waters, the suddenly disposed
finds an urgent need for a wet
suitwhich keeps the swimmer
warm. The tipsy Southern Californian finds the water warmer.
Surf shops nearby the popular
spots provide equipment for the
beginner and veteran. Beginners
rent boards and suits on an hourly
or daily basis. The rookie is easily
spotted by his purple, or equally
obnoxious color, board.
SURF ROUTING
Veterans sport ragged T-shirts
bearing names of surf shops from
Newport Beach to Hawaii to Australia. (For those not disposed to
travel to the more distant locations, surf magazines offer ads

Musicals, Wartime Plays
To Run at Local Cinemas
Theater-goers may see "South
Pacific" and "The Diary of Arm
Frank" at area theaters dtuing
the Easter holidays.
"South Pacific" will run through
May 8 at Comedia Ftepertory Company, Homer and High Streets,
Palo Alto. Performances are given
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights at 8:30 and Sundays at
2:30 p.m.
Ticket reservations may be made
at the box office, telephone 3266560. Prices range from 53.50 to
$1.50.
The Pulitzer Prize winning play
ran for almost five years on Broadway and two years in London.
Among the well-known songs in
the musical are "I’m in Love with
a Wonderful Guy," "Some Enchanted Evening," "Younger Than
Springtime" and "Bali Ha’i."
Robert Taubman and Marcia
Moore play the leading roles in
the Comedia production .
"The Diary of Anne Frank" will
run until mid-April at Actors Repertory Theater, 25 W. San Salvador St., San Jose.
The play, dramatized by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett,
is set in Amsterdam during Uie
Nazi occupation of Holland in
World War IL
Anne Frank is the 13 -year-old
girl who related the experiences
of two Jewish families hiding in

an attic to escape being sent to
concentration camp. Her story is
a Pulitzer Prize winner.
Members of the cast include
Linda Lynn Neff as Anne; Ralph
Knopp and Helen Neff as her parents and Pat Spencer as Margot.
The Van Daan family is portrayed
by Mike Galey, Phyllis Keefe and
Richard Sirott.

with addresses and prices where
wear may be purchased.)
Collegiates living on tight budgets are contrasted by the high
schooler and younger set. The
young enthusiasts race over in
Mom’s ’66 Special-Deluxe-Competition Striped-Super-Charger bomb
with new surf-boards strapped on.
After parking his machine, he
wrangles himself and his DynoFinish 11 -foot 9 -inch gunboant to
the shore, plants it in the sand
and downs a Seven-Up.
DING BOARDING
Meanwhile, skipping over the
burning sand with his fifth-hand
ding-board, the more prudent collegiate hopes only to catch a few
good rides and some good rays.
To avoid crowds, many traverse
the area for hidden beaches void
of the masses.
Hoping to beat the crowds, others arrive in the early hours, start
fires and huddle in sleeping bags
or whatever’s availabletold wait
for surf.
During lull periods, especially lii
Southern California, volleyball is
a favorite recreation. With female
species bounding around in the
famous two-piece, the virile dart
about attempting to make impressions with daring shots. And sand’s
softer than outdoor courts.
But the setting evening sun
doesn’t end the activity. For most,
the action’s just beginning.
Beach parties, fires and/or
dances are among Easter week
activities associated with surfing.
STAR GAPING
Beach activities under the stars
generally result in close relationships. Inside warmer confines,
warmth is generated by heaters,
beverages or dancing to the
rhythm of puLsating guitars.
Santa Cruz, for example, loses
its sleepy beach town reputation
for the week as music thunders
from Coconut Grove nightly,
amusement rides spin for the
spenders and open arms invite-and simply grabthe unattached
into waiting homes and rooms.
In every surf town, streets are
throttled with cruisers checking
for the action and "eyeballing the
honeys."
But in the morning, it’s back to
the beach---the everlasting friendships made the night before forgotten.
The days are short and it’s back
to school. Beachgoers may return
with a darker outlookbut it’ll
only last until the tan fades.

SCREEN SCENES
CINEMA

TOWNE

297-3060
552 South Bascom
295-7238 143.1 The Alameda
Fillini’s Masterpiece
"MOMENT OF TRUTH"
"..11.1111ET OF THE SPIRITS"
also Academy Award nominee
Free passes and albums
ROD STEIGER in
at Coast Radio.
"TIME OF INDIFFERENCE"

SARATOGA
14502 Big Ba-sin Way867-3026
"THE TENTH VICTIM"

and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

G A Y
400 South First
"MUDHONEY"
and

"ECCO"

STUDIO
396 South First
292-6778
Dean Martin in
"THE SILENCERS"
also "THE COLLECTOR"
nominated for 3 awards
He is

294-5544

going
to the
show this
Easter.

RicarOos

Better yet, ask us. They may not
want to brag about their success!

B. L Reichmuth. CLU.
Manager

Choose from hundreds of finely detailed gowns in soft pastels and gorgeous laces. Empire, full and classic
siyles. We have your size, 5 to 16,
from SI9.99 to $31.99.

132 South First Street
Only 2 Blocks from Campus
Enter from Our Rear Entrance on Second Street

For information regarding
either your own Life Insurance
Program or a Career in Sales
Management call 297-5707.

210 North 4th Street

PROVI ENT
MUTUAL
114.111/...C.

LIFE

Or PK,01.1.14114

a century of dedicated servke

9t-tzeetfri
DINNERS

Live Entertainment 6 Nights a Week
The Shadygrove Singers
Friday-Sunday
Jim Lewis and Trio
Saturday-Monday
The Westport Trio
Wednesday
The Dixielanders
Thursday
218 Willow St.
Entertainment
Open Daily af 4 p.m.
294-4009
starts at 9 p.m.

Spring Sports

Spring Brings Warm Weaiher,
But Skiing Enthusiasts Glide On
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Spartan Datit sports Writer
Spring is a season for people of
all ages regardless of sex, political
affiliation, or hair style; but to
millions of American males, between the ages of 13 and 103 it
Ls a particularly good time of the
year.
To these red-blooded Americans,
the sound of spring is not the
chirp of the Robin, but the crack
of ash meeting horsehide. To them,
spring means baseball.
To a smaller, but equally enthusiastic, group of American
males spring heralds the coming
of track, and the thrill of individual competition.
Still others equate spring with
a racket and a fuzzy rubber ball.
Others hail the coming of good
weather because it gives them a
chance to chase an elusive little
white ball around an 18 hole golf
course.
GOODBYE BASKETBALL
Of course, these same people
are also somewhat saddened by
spring’s break-through. This is
because it also brings an end
to the excitement of a fast moving
basketball game. An end to lesser
known, but equally exciting sports
like wrestling, skiing and swimming.
Yes, that’s right, swimming.
While millions of Americans are
checking their strangely too tight
swim suits in preparation for a
lazy summer on the beach, collegians all over the nation are
resting tip following: the completion of another strenuous season.
Here at &IS, the spring sports
transition has al/ ettrIN arrived.
EXCITING SF:ASON
The basketball squad has long
since completed an exciting, if
somewhat disappointing, season,
while the swim team has just recently returned from a successful
jaunt to the NCAA collegiate division swim finals in Normal, Ill.,
where they finished a my fine
second.
Spartan wrestlers %We even
more recently in Ames, Iowa, competing in the NCAA finals, but

SPECIAL TO
STUDENTS
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Black and White Photo
Combination Offer
1 8x10
3 5x7 Custom
12 Wallet Size 1’11.1.4
All for

$16.95

FOX TIFFANY
STUDIO
11 S. 2nd
294-3780
5.
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By LINDA LAMANNO
Spartan Daily Staff writer
The minute it stops raining and
%%arm weather arrives, many students head for the beach. But
wait ... There is still snow in the
mountains. Spring skiing is an
experience that every skier should
look forward to each year.
Why is spring skiing so attractive to students? Why did over
300 SJS students journey to Heavenly Valley during semester break "
These and other questions can only
be answered by a skier.

no report of their progres.s was
available at press time.
On the other side of the ledger.
Spartan track, baseball, tennis.
golf and judo teams are under it
full head of steam.
The track team,. led by record- ,
breakers Tommy Smith and Wayne I
Hermen, is running toward a possible national title, while the judo
club, with outstanding performers like Yuzo Koga and Paul Mariuytuna showing the way, is a definite threat to capture its fifth
straight NCAA title.
BASEBALL WOES
The baseball team has had its
troubles in the early going, but
SUN BUNNYAn advocate of spring snow skiing over the
veterans like Tony Hernandez and
winter variety, sophomore Christine Allen, SJS ski club secretary,
Bill Schmidt combined with newdisplays the attire she recommends for slope-bound coeds next
comers like Rich Kemmerle and
week. Not only is it less confining for the skier, but it gives one
Charlie Nave form a solid ball
an opportunity to get a fantastic suntan.
club.
_
The SJS tennis team, paced by
Raul Contreras, Gordon Miller,
’
Bob Murio, Yit Louie and Rodney
Kop, is off to a fine start, winning its first four matches.
Par-breaking Don Keifer has
paced Spartan golfers to a 4-1
record in the early going.
And just to prove that the tin,
of the year really isn’t all that
important, Spartan varsity footBy TED WEISGAL
I and Friday before holiday periods
ball players have been holding
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
the best of the best.
regular workouts in preparations
Unfortunately, though, for some,
Friday has traditionally become
for their tough schedules of games
next fall.
the best TGIO day of the week, these Ftidays also have become
the last of the best. The happy
picture of vacation and fun is obliterated by the very unhappy picture of blood and death.
Death occurs on road!: kind highways. People leave iy.;io parties
and head in all directions, sonic
for home and Jobs, some to vacaDuring the week preceding Eas- Alarie, Is a leading vocalist of
tion spots and fun, but alnutst all
ter Sunday, the San Francisco the Metropolitan Opera, Vienna
in it hurry.
Symphony Orchestra will play State, Milan’s La Scala and several
An individual’s sense of values
Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in internal ional festivals.
becomes distorted, and "getting
three special performances.
there" becomes all important. AcAMERICAN DEBUT
Wednesday the orchestra will
cidents are put off ES fantasy. For
Miss Baker will make her Ameriappear at Foothill College, Los
some, though, they return as
Altos, at 8:15 p.m, Thursday, it can debut in the three performnightmares.
will perform at the Creative Arts ances. After study at the Mozart"It is a published fact that speed
Building, Pittsburg, and Saturday, eum in Salzburg and a recital at
is the major contributing factor
the
Edinburgh
International
FestiCivic
Auditoat San Francisco’s
to accidents on the mad," accordrium. Both concerts will begin at val, she trade Eumpean tours. Her ing to Tom M. O’Connoll,
state
recognition as an opera singer traffic
8:30 p.m.
officer, California HighTickets may he reserved or pur- was enhanced by her performance way Pit t rol.
chased now at P.O. Box 806, Los in Purcell’s "Dido and Aeneas" and
But, sometimes, it’s easier to
Altos; P.O. Box 826, Pittsburg, or several Himdel operas.
ignore the obk ions than to recogthe Opera-Symphony Box Offices,
Sze is the first singer to emerge nize it.
Sherman Clay, 141 Kearny St., from China who has successfully
"We know that people are rushSan Francisco.
established a career in Western ing," says O’Connell. "They aren’t
concert and opera music.
paying attention. They’re tired.
OUTSTANDING GROUP
"Bum lane changes, driving too
Boatwright received his degree
Musical Director Joseph Krips
will conduct an outstanding group as a pianist from the New England close, and the ever present factor
of soloists and chorus. The Stan- Conservatory. Since then he has of tiredness all too often add up "
They add up to one thing .
ford University Chorus and the earned a, degree and numemus
DEATH! DON’T BE AN API!’
San Francisco Boys Chorus will
prizes in voice.
FOOL!
sing the choral roles.

Don t Be A,..n1 r41 S 0 I WIESE
Step Lightly on Pedal

S.F. Orchestra Plans
Special Performances

Soloists for the concert are
Pierrette Alarie, soprano; Janet
Baker, mezzo-soprano; Leopold
Simoneau, tenor; Yi-Kwei Sze and
McHenry Boatwright, basses.
Canadian - born Miss Alarie
studied with French instructors
and made her operatic debut in
Montrea I.
ba nd of Miss
Simoneau, h

tivities. Skiers are very unique of relaxation. What a vvelcome
in that everything they do, aside change from the fast pace of life
from skiing. stresses the attitude :it sehool

’NOT A RACER’
This writer is a skier, not it
racer or a bunny, but an average
skier who, like most, is addicted
to the sport.
It’s hard to put into words the
fantastieness of spring skiing and
why it is so superior to winter
The first and most obvious reason is the climate. Spring skiers
enjoy warm and often hot weather.
Bermudas and lests are donned
in favor of traditional ski pants.
Straw hats or sun glasses are
worn for protection from snow
blindness. Sun tan lotion is a necessity to acquire a tan rather
than a bunny burn.

(

OTHER ADVANTAGES
Other advantages to spring skiing include the relaxed atmosphere and attitude of other skiers. The weather permits parties
awl gatherings on the slopes
themselves. Soft drinks and other
I i id refreshment are usually
stashed somewhere in the snow
for late in the afternoon. Skiing
lasts later as the days grow longer.
The snow itself is completely
different during the spring. It is
usually slick and icy early in the
morning, but as the sun beats
down it softens up for wonderful skiing.
The atmossphere on the ski
slopes permeates the evening ac -

If you’re going to be traveling over the Easter vacation,
come into Silva Service to have your car checked. From
cleaning windshields to complete engine overhauls, Silva
can help you got nady for your trip. For safety’s sake,
come in before the holiday.
CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.

SPOOFER
SWEATSHIRTS
ARE HERE

gtsfrii-

MaJter
09erveter4
72 S. Finn St.
San PH.
Phone 297-0020

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

78

The craziest and wackiest sayings set on long
sleeve sweatshirts in black, red, blue, orange,
powder and tan. Available in all sizes. Be the
first this Easter vacation to wear these
Spoofer Sweatshirts, with sayings like:

For a

I am beautiful, High class,
Poised and sexy

Joyous

So love me you fool.
or

Easier

I am not deaf
I am just ignoring you.
order early

hIciAriA%

RHAPSODY

PRICES FROM $125 TO $1500

Yon Ara Cordially invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and Ifei our 22 new pattrrns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Eine China Crystal Stemware by flolmegaard
Bodo front Su
rt.

SPOOFER SWEATSHIRTS, ALL
SIZES AND COLORS ONLY $3.25
Regular sweatshirts, all sizes

and colors still $2.95

Since 188’,

-famous for fine flowers -

diettieferi

2m1 and San Fernando
id
292-831 I

llowersbywire"

or

I drink because I’m frustrated, insecure,
at
ease, socially unfj and
like alcohol.

72 S. Firat St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Wr4aate Shopping Crnier
Inn0 Sarainge Ave.
Phone 379.3051

cpartan gock4tNae
"right on campus"
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Floral Displays, Processions

Easter Worship Colorful in Spain
By GAIt’t
11.1.1.1M!,,
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Easter is a time of quiet worship
for churchgoers in the Unitexi
States. but worship takes many
different forms in vario;:s coon -

%%,a1,1

In contrast to the U.S.. Spanish
people look upon Easter as a time
for lavish floral displays and processions which go from dawn to
daeen for six
of Holy Week

Easter Means a II ontlerful Dress
Etisler weans a Worale111.11 .111,s
of earnpUs faVOrites awl
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dakss.,
are ileearaled
!men to carry.
! flowers and palm branches; the ple in chairs.
Marchers are masked and robed
poor In many villages have their
The floats also bear statues and
feet washed in the churches: a in bright colors. They parade Dv,. scenes from the crucifixion. The
few villages even allow the pro- hy two through the night.
images are covered with a fortune
cessions to go into the city jail : The streets are not lighted, but in precious jewels -worth over
where one or tem men are par- marchers carry giant candles. They $5 million.
dotted in memoty of the repentant use over five tons of candles in the
Each year the various particithief crucitied beside Jesus.
! week-long proceedings.
outing groups send out appeals for
One of the most spectacular
As the processions v.ital through more jewels. ’Phe response is us.aal famous celebrations in Spain the streets the only sound is the flatly good because the people he?Aces place ill Seville.
I trumpets, eimms anti. occasionally, lieve that jewels worn by the VirEvery day during Holy Week, footsteps on the cobblestone; gin Mary are blessed.
carved images of Mary and Jesus! streets.
The groups spend over $1 milare taken from the churches and t Nearly 50 groups march, somi lion and use two million carnacarried in processions through I barefoot, some in chains and oth- Huns. in addition to other flowers,
mile after mile of the ancient ere carrying crosses. In the center for the processions.
streets to the beat of muted music. I of each gmup is a flout, covered . Longest and richest of the proNearly 200,000 visitors jam Se-; with roses. orange blossoms and; cessions begins at 2 a.m. on Good
ville to see the celebration. Main I carnations and lighted with can- I Friday. It ends at sunrise and the
streets are closed to traffic and, dles. Each float weighs from two I Easter celebration is over.

NEW BREEZE -WEIGHT SPORTCOATS

STUDENT PREPARES to go 600 feet down calcium fluorite mine
two miles southeast of Beatty, Nev., during repeater phase of
Death Valley field trip course. The mine, owned by Irving Cowell,
has been investigated by students during the Easter trip since
1949.

Death Valley Lures
Vacationing Students
By STEVE AMES
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Dr. G. Alexander McCallum,
chairman of the Biological Sciences
Dept., says he could write a book
about the things that have happened during the Death Valley
Easter trips.
"We have had all kinds of characters down there in my 20 years
with the field study."
The course will be given again
this Easter week anei Dr. McCallum anticipates that it will be
much the same. It is the "Field
Studies in Natural History" course,
Dr. McCallum says that sometimes a student will go on the trip
for a "vacation."
ONE NIGHT CAMP
However, he continues, "when
we discover one of these we have
a special surprise for him. He
gets no food until he has done
all the dishes belonging to everyone else."
The students, 25 repeaters and
150 first timers, study the valley’s
vegetation, animals, geology, history and resources. Repeaters
spend one night camping away
from the main group.
Fir. McCallum has charge of
the repeaters at Death Valley for
a second or third year. He says
there is quite a difference initially
in the first and second year students.
"Many first year students wonder why they came to such a
bleak, God-for-saken territory. But
by the fourth day they wonder if
they could cover all of it. in four
weeks or four months.
"There have been very few that
have come back disappointed."
Dr. H. T. Harvey, professor of
biological sciences, is trip director.
Also going this year tire Dr. W. E.

They’re cool, crisp and comfortable, a versatile winner, Spring through
Summer. Now at Roos ’Atkins in 3 great styles:
MADRAS PLAIDS, the real thing, 100%
imported cotton in blue and olive plaids.
OXFORD WEAVE, 3-button Ivy in blue
or olive, or 1 -button in blue or banana.
IVY STRIPES, washable casuals in Seersuckers and Oxfords with new stripes.

at a lightweight price

32 50

SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
SANTA CLARA: STEVENS CREEK PLAZA

Kalif:inter, professor of geolUgYt
Dr. A. G, Applegarth, professor
science education;
of biolOgy
Dr. M. E. Maddock, pmfessor of
geology: R. E. Stecker, assistant
professor of eutomology, and Byron
Bollinger, SJS assistant to the
superintendent of buildings and
grounds.
PERSONAL ITEMS
Official headquarters will be the
Death Valley View Hutel at Ryan.
Students will furnish all personal
items including sleeping bags and
air mattresses.
One unit of natural science credit is given upon salisfaelory completion of an examination. Cooking groups of 12 will be organized
for cooking, washing dishes and
cleaning up.
"It is a funny thing about the
cooking," Dr. McCallum observes.
"the guys usually end up doing all
the cooking. Maybe the girls are
worried about what the guys will
think and the gfiys really don’t
care what anyone think.s about
their cooking."
The funniest stories about the
trip are usttally related to the
cooking, he says.
FLAT IRON BROUGHT
"One year a group brought
along a flat iron to fit over the
Coleman stove for cooking meals.
"The heat expanded the center
so that it bowed up and the eggs
rolled off and the grease burned.
That was a good one. They were
so confident that their flat iron
would work out that they had not
thought to bring along a fry pan
and ended up having to borrow
one for the rest of the trip."
"But as a whole," Dr. McCallum
says. "they get through the week.
We haven’t lust anyone yet. They
learn to cooperate."

Easter Greetings front
ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
Before or alter yOli leave for home next week come in
and sample our fine food. We are positive we can satisfy your tummy as well as your wallet. ANGELO’S
STEAK 110USE wishes all Spartans the very happiest
of Easters.
OPEN 24 HOURS Fridays and Saturdays

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
Free parking at Al’s and Earl’s
72 East Santa Clara St.
38 South 31..1 c;t.

Photos by
b),
SHORTER AND COOLER is the look for this
year srring fashions around SJS campus.

Lani Ha derman, junior ceramic major, models swim and campus attire while Karen Black,
freshman drama major, sports afternoon or
Zeman displays college look. Mike Perriar,
weekend garb. Junior marketing major Jeff
junior sociology major, shows the casual ma-

Holiday Parade Dates
Back to 19th Century Fight With Eggs!

f 1,,,gowa
’

71. no

dras effect as does David O’Grady, senior
commercial art major, with his khaki bermudas. Laurie Staley, sophomore psychology
major, is more extreme in her striped sweater
and long stockings. Freshman art major Rise
Krag models dressy attire for evening wear.
Miss Black appears again in a jumper and
blouse ensemble.

ELIOT PLAY AT FOOTHILL
T. S. Eliot’s verse play, "Murder in the Cathedral," will be performed at 8:15 p.m. in Foothill
College Theatre Friday and Saturday, April 1 and 2.

Battle of Female Bulge

way production "As Thousand.s
By FRANCINE MILLER
"I could write a sormet about Cheer," and the Easter bonnet
your Easter bonnet . . ." wrote was immortalized.
Irving Berlin for the 1933 BroadWearing fancy hats and new
By ELAINE GRAVES
clothes on Easter Sunday has long
The time: Spring. The setting:
been a tradition in the United
States, especially in New York SJS during the Battle of the Bulge.
City where the Fifth Avenue pa- The rivals: coeds versus calories.
rade was the inspiration for Ber- The weapons: eggs!
Calorie counting coeds reduce
lin’s song.
on the banana and skim milk diets,
the three-clay prune diets, or the
Easter is not the same anymore.
ON THE AVENUE
drirdcing-woman’s diets. But the
There was a day, awfully distant
The Easter parade, which be- latest diet, in keeping with the
now, that I awoke and tip-toed catne a traditional procession
ever so quietly around the house along Fifth Avenue in the Nine- Easter season, is the egg diet.
Coeds eat one raw egg (177
and followed the clues which teenth Century, has become a mamight bring me to the grarid prize, jor spring fashion show. In fact, calories) to get in shape for the
shape-makers, Knit-cotton poorthe golden egg.
all over the country Easter has
It was the big thing on the become a time when people first boy sweaters stretch into dresses.
block. Every Easter we all got up wear their new spring clothes to Another big shape-maker is the
hip hugger skirt, casually worn
at daybreak and began looking. herald the new season.
with or without a belt.
I remember the clues were always
But before there were couturEat one boiled egg (177 calories)
in rhyme form:
iers and fashion pages, there was before dressing in voile blouses.
"Under a rock it is not,
religious significance to this holi- They give the airiest looks in
Go to the creek and look;
day custom. Newly baptized Chris- prints, pleats, ruffles, polka dots,
Search beneath the bushes
tians in early centuries wore white smocking, bows, and linen collars
Another clue there won’t lock
garments of new linen, and it be- and
, _
_
you out."
cEune tradition among believers to
EGG DINNER
By 10 a.m. the golden egg had
wear new clothes on Easter StmDinner calls for two creamed
always been found, many bags of
day to symbolize the "new life" eggs (215 calories), then don an
candy eaten along the way. Who
resurthat Christ, through His
A-line skirt combined with a tipwanted breakfast anyway?
rection, bestowed cm all His fol- top which is a sweater, blouse and
"Oh heck, I don’t have to shcnver
lowers.
T-shirt rolled into one.
before church, do I."
Curried eggs (230 calories) aid
Now a whole week of completely
FIFTH AVENUE
a slim figure to fit into narrow
free activities is often replaced by
There is also superstition at- dresses reaching four inches above
tem papers, mid-term studying
and perhaps one day on the beach tached to the Easter fashion pa- the lcnee.
Hard cooked eggs yielding only
rade, one which the "New York
or ski slopes.
That’s maturity, I guess. Hand Times" credits with inspiring the ’77 calories are favorite foods for
Fifth Avenue festivities. During the coeds preparing for the beach
ine another beer.
the Middle Ages it was supposed season. Two piece swim suits of
that wearing a new garment at denim, calico, and prints in reds,
Special Discount
Easter meant good luck through- yellow and navy dominate the
Santa Cruz scene.
FACULTY
out the year.
STUDENTS
One helping of an omelet (106
ALUMNI
calories) trims the figure to create
just present your staff Of
a sensation in the new spring
ASB card
suits. These suits of light knits,
Movie & Still
linen, sWc or cotton explode in
Cameros
Supplies
the newest colors of yellow, red,
Projectors
* Equipment
khaki, brown, white, and beige.
Herb
Alpert
and
the
Tijuana
developing
printing
Brass wW play at the Circle Star
rentals repairs
Theatre, San Cados, Thursday,
March 31, through Sunday, April 3.
The TJB played last month to
standing-room-only audiences in
San Jose and Berkeley.
Among their hit recordings are
"The Lonely Bull," "A Taste of
Honey," "What Now My LCAT "
and "Zorba the Greek."
6 16 116

View of Holiday
Changes With Age

Varied Program
At Circle Star

S’eut

Other colors that the very
"Charlie" (latest word meaning
"in") include navy combined with
acid green, and beige paired with
gray.
SNAGGY PINKS
Pink, one traditional spring
color, reappears in snappy pullover sweaters to guard against
kite-flying winds.
The graphics look replaces the
geometric look. Clean lines,
chunks of color, and strong diagonals form these bold designs in
small dresses and narrow coats.
Back to the diet again. Eat one
poached egg (77 calories) for
lunch to keep slim and trim.
Pants, plain, patterned or printed hip hug slim hips that have
been trimmed by the 106 calories
in scrambled eggs.
SJS gals retain the shoulder
strap bag as a favorite accessory.
Patterned stockings conrbine with
the breezy open shoe styles.
Now that these ugly pounds
are gone, don’t break down and
eat any chocolate or marshmallow
eggs!
SJS guys usually don’t bother
with diets, but their favorite one
16:

Then have Easter dinner
with ns.
HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

One Block from SJS

c=%;*54,.’-z’

JRS Enterprises
Wishes You
Easter bunnies are for boys.
Playboy bunnies are for men.
Men osvn University Trust Programs.
Boy’s don’t.

a Most Happy

easter

101

HAPPY BUNNY

fife

University Trust Program
434 E. William, Suite B

CtWetia..*AerPo.

or

DIAMONDs

(!-1

CIIMERA SHOP
2,5 south Fins
NOW 2

Bring them to
ECONOMY
SHOE, REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
294-9929

Can’t Make It Home
for Easter?

is the popular drinking man’s diet.
Only they have a slightly- different
version drink everything you
want, regardless of the calories!
The fellows gather at BYOB
parties drinking beer. gin, or vodka. They wear cotton shirts, plain
or checked, with button down collars. The spring style is short
sleeve for comfort. Casual trim
slacks in cottons or deinms complete the outfit.
SPIRITED PARTIES
Beach parties are highlighted
with rye, rum, and scotch drinks.
Wild-printed surfer trunks or bermudas clothe the best dressed man
on the beach.
Dressy social affairs catch the
men thinking daiquiris, gimlets,
and martinis. Spring fashion predicts the three piece suit of vest,
slacks and coat in tropical weight
materials of poplin, mohair, silk
shantung, and sharkskin.
While dieting on screwdrivers
and gin ’n tonics, the fellows dress
up in colored dinner jackets and
blazers lined in patterned paisle:%,
Plaid sportcoats top the list
the chinking men who prefer Toni
Collins or Gras.shoppers.

tMtik‘14,1)..:Vtti

Give your shoes
an Easter treat.

286-8165

PRIDE AND ASSURANCE:

7he Alewed
CDODFN
BANrI)So.D0

LOCATIONS

Moyer Music

!
y
Brides-to-be sec these
1 1011, 11
the ucwest, finest, solid ii.a
sings to be fotind..They are t.Att,t
preek,
craftsmanship. Prottor’s is pn,
...
offer them you wilt be proud to wear
for the rest of your life!

Largest Selection of Guitars in Town

L 32.95
L 44.95

84 E. San Fernando
Nest to Western Union Offic
(between 2nd & lrd Sts.)
298-5404

C. 39.95

D. 100.00

Groom’s
GfOOKS
Groom’s
Groom’s

matching ring 34.95
malching ring
matching ring

matching ring 100.00

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
CHOOSE THE 171VEST
whim it comes to diamonds
4 n4
3161 Stevens Creek Rd.
Station
Rd. - across
(at Lawton.
from Futurarna Bowl)
248-9858
", startaOhlrintextroarevotrerimittertuk

souru trirr Sr,

you’ll

frownrown
Own lihnkis Thum 449

bc:A at

FAC-Mdth)
eWeitet$

307. TOWN & COUNT RY
Open ;lion,’
U.a

V/LLAGE

49.45
44.95
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Two traditional E.aster services,
-Good Friday and Easter suruise’
-will be sponsored in San Jose
by the Santa Clara County Council of Churches.
The Good Friday semice
be held April 8 at the First Presbyterian Church, 48 N. Third St..,
from noun to 3 p.m. Speakers will
discuss the seven ta.st words o(
Christ on the cross, eaeh speaker ,
talking 20 minutes on each werd.
Each talk is separate, so anyone
wishing to attend may do so at

n«,

his otan convenkmee, a council
spokesman stresses.
The sunrise service on AprIl 10
begins at 6 a.m. at Oak Hill Memorial Park Mortuary. This is the
20th year for the service which is
held each year at the ba.se of a
large cross pictured here on what
has become known as Sunrise
Hill.
Dr. Robert Clark, SJS president,
will read the scripture for the
satrvice, and Dr. J. Illingsworth,
general presbyter of the North

Sparton Daily
Classifieds
MEN ONLY -are large room. Clean &
/.
Juges. 46 S. 12th, after 5
n. cr wouk-ends.
GOING TO EUROPE TH.S SUMMER? QJIET STUDIO APT. for upper classr 41.
We will arrange a
570 per month. 617 S. 9th St. Call
UMPH for you at fa ry r es. 100‘;
’,602
4.
’
r.I
financing throL
GR ,DUATE OR UPPER DIVISION girl
24,
C
SJS
cr apt. near campus. $50
SUMMER SESSIONS Ae9OaD i966
ect after 6 p.m. 538-5830.
Univei
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,.t.e
bedroom apt. on edge oF
jara, M.
Worne^ students only $80. 415
clndes
252 3095.
ties. Vs
Several
I Br POOM APT. Furnished or unfurments from
-.tied pool. Close to campus.
board & r
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call 293.0371 bets .
LOST.
. , ._-Jissces. on third
t rtle norary. Reward. Sob. 251[913.
LAMBRETTA MOTORSCOOTER. 1965 I
Fora
model. 175. x. On’. 2 .
SERVICES (81
‘,
%.11,ne
nice. Run,: iike n
286.0253.
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
COMMUTER SPECIAL.
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Fool’s Day Origin
Subject of Debate
Coastal Area of the United Presbyterian Church, will speak.
Philip Barrett, of SJS, will play
the organ at the service, and special music will be provided by a
brass quintet, directed by Vincent
Carter, professor of mu.sic at San
Jose City College. The quintet is
comprised of City College students.
The origin of sunrise services
is not definitely known, but some
authorities believe them to be rooted in the Gospel narratives describing the resurrection of Christ
-’’Now on the first day of the
week, Mary Magdalene came to
the tomb early while it was still
dark .. ." (John 20,1).
They believe the congregations
gathering for stutrise services are
in effect attempting to reenact the
drama described by the gospels.
Mingled with the Biblical foundation is the association with
spring and the idea of new birth,
symbolized in nature’s renewal of
itself out of the death of winter.
Thus, the service is held outdoors
in a scenic spot, hilltop. park or
lakeshore. The service begins at
sunrise, symbolizing the end of
night i death) and the revival of
’hope in the hearts of the congregation, the authorities say.
There are other legends conneetml with the sun, such as the
one in Ireland that the sun darices
in the sky on Easter Sunday morning. It has been suggested that the
church tried to give Christian significance to such pagan rites as
the Feast of the Goddess Eostra.
Thus, the joy at the rising of the
sun became the joy of the rising
Sun of Righteousness -the resurrection of Christ from the grave.
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AT THE CROSS, symbol of Christ’s death, freshmen Raphael
Rosingana, pre-law major, and Jane T. Burley, home economics
major, pause respectfully. This cross is at the Oak Hill Memorial
Park Cemetery, Monterey Highway at Curtner Road in San Jose.
Pres. Robert Clark will be speaking during Easter Sunrise Services
af Oak Hill.

By LINDA LAMANNO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"The first of April, some do say,
Is set apart for All Fool’s Day,
But why the people call it so
Not I, nor themselves do know.
But on the day are people sent
On purpose for pure merriment."
The poem first appeared in Poor
Robin’s Almanac in 1790 and expresses the frustrations of historians unable to trace the origin
of April Fool’s Day.
Many educated guesses have
been mode, but no one seems to
agree.
In France the first day of April
is called Fish Day. The question is
whether this refers to the fact
that Pisces !fish) is at his Zodiacal height or that during this
time of year young fish are in
abundance and easily hooked.
Some believe the holiday dates
back to when the Catholic Church
in Europe celebrated the Feast
of the Ass.
Or maybe the Ftoman legend is
the real ancestry of the celebration. According to the legend
Prosepina was sitting in the Fly-

sian meadows minding her own
business when Pluto came along
and abducted her. Prosepina’s
mother Ceres, heard the echo of
her daughter’s screams in the
lower world. She set out in pursuit. But we all know it is impossible to find an echo. Thus
evolved the joke of sending victims on foolish errands.
April Fooling in the U.S. has
become quite a tradition. It has
lost most of its boisterousness
over the years. It used to be a
favorite trick to call someone
and leave a message for him to
call a Mr. Lamb or Mr. Fish at
certain number. It always turned
out to be the city zoo or local
butcher. The Aquarium and Zoological Garden in New York disconnected its phones every April 1.
Even today people are leery of
embarking on new ventures on
the day of fools, especially marriage.
Whatever its origins, April
Fool’s Day in the United States
is a day to be careful, and watch
out for who may turn out the
fool.
viMes2166.

Jews Celebrate Passover
During Eight-Day Festival
133 KRIS BLAKELY
Spartan Bally Staff %VrIter
The Easter bunny is fine but
there are other memorials also
worthy of our time.
During the Spring season, persons of Jewish faith join with
Christians in religiotts observance.
The Jews, during this time. are
celebrating one of the oldest festivals in the world.
Passover recalls the deliverance
of the ancient Israelites from
bondage in Egypt, possibly under
the reign of Ramses II, the Egyptian Pharoah, about 2,000 years
ago.
TERM "PASSOVER"
During his reign, the Israelites
served as slaves under conditions

Fun, Games Slated
For ’Rabbit Rock’
Spring vacation is synonymous
with fun and games. Wednesday
night Co-Rec has become equated
with fun and games, too.
Tomorrow night, in the Women’s Gym, between 7:30 and 9:30,
at Co-Rec’s "Rabbit Rock," the
vacation mood will be developed.
"The Coachmen," a four-piece
band froin Willow Glen High, will
provide quick stepping music.
They will also play the perennial
Easter theme song, "Bunny Hop."
"We will also have an egg roll
during the evening," said Judy
Loveall, Co-Rec representative.
"It’s not to become ethnic or anything," she said.
It will just be a "relay of 10
people (per team) pushing eggs
with their noses, in relay fashion
across the mom," noted Miss
Loveall.
A diving exhibition will also
he held in the swimming pool in
the Physical Education-Recreation

calliAl "11.4111some wmters
niscent" of those under the Nazis
of our time.
The term "Passover" or Pesach
commemorates the !sassing of the
Hebrews (God "passed over" the
houses of the Hebrews) when God
smote the first born son of Egyptian fatuities.
Passover, originally celebrated
for seven days, today is an eight day festival and this year %ill begin at sundown, Monday. and end
Tuesday, April 12.
The first Pa.ssover meal called
the Seder is held on the first
evening with unleavened bread
called "Matzos" served. This commemorates the plight of the ancient Israelites who, in order to
flee from Egypt, had no time to
bake their loaves of bread properly
and who thus ate them unleavened
on their hasty journey.
Originally, the Seder was celebrated between dusk and dark on
the 14th day of Nisan, the first
month of the Hebrew year.
PUBLIC SACRIIFICE
As a sacrifice each family publicly slaughterer’ a yearling lamb
or goat, smearing its blood on
doorposts and lintels in their house
and later roasting the beast to be
eaten with unleavened bread and
bitter herbs.
Even today, the traditional meal
celebrates ties of kinshin and brings
forth new life and mutual protection to family bonds.
Traditionally, the youngest child
at the table asks ’’four questions,"
beginning with, ’’Why is this night
different from all other nights?"
Historically, the ancient Hebrews’ chief livelihood was sheep
herding. This according to some.
explains why the lamb has provided for so many religious symbols and allegories.
Indeed, the paschal lamb itself,
a symbol of sacrifice, has become
a symbol of Christ and Ills sacrifice for humanity.
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